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Gillooly pleads guilty in case
Ex-husband strikes compact,
receives racketeering charge
by Bob Baum
The Associated Press

PORTLAND, Ore. - Jeff Gillooly pleaded guilty to racketeering Tuesday and struck a
deal with prosecutors to testify
that his ex-wife, Tonya Harding, approved the assault on
Nancy Kerrigan.
Under the deal, Gillooly will
be exempt from any other
charges, including those that
may grow out of a federal investigation. He agreed to serve
24 months in prison and pay a
$100,000 fine.
Gillooly's lawyer, Ron
Hoevet, said his client hoped
Harding would also admit her
involvement in the plot.
"Jeff has a message for
Tonya - he hopes that she will
now do what he has done and
move quickly to resolve the
charges that will surely be
brought against her," Hoevet
said.
"Denial is no longer plausible," Hoevet said. "The truth
about this bizarre crime has
now been revealed."
Harding, who is training for
the Winter Olympics that begin
next week in Norway, issued a
statement earlier Tuesday to
again deny "all media speculation and rumors that suggest
that she was involved in the
Kerrigan assault."
"Jeff Gillooly's accusations
appear to evidence a continued
practice of abusive conduct intended to disrupt Tonya Hardlng's life and destroy her career," the statement said.
Harding has said she didn't
learn until days after returning
to Portland Jan. 10 that people
close to her were involved in

Gillooly's
Deal
S Exemption from any other
charges, including those that
may grow out of a federal
investigation.
/ He agrees to serve 24
months in prison.
</ He agrees to pay a
$100,000 fine.

the Jan. 6 assault on Kerrigan.
Harding has not been charged.
In court, a somber Gillooly
spoke quietly and responded to
Multnomah County Circuit
Judge Donald Londer with
short answers. He said he understood the charge against
him.
"What is your plea?" Londer
asked.
"Guilty," Gillooly said, nodding his head slightly.
In a later statement to reporters, Hoevet said Gillooly
attended a Dec. 28 meeting
with the three other men
charged in the attack to discuss
how to prevent Kerrigan from
competing In the U.S. Figure
Skating Championships in Detroit.
"After the meeting, while
driving toward home, Tonya
approved the plan that had
been discussed and gave the
OK for the assault on Nancy
Kerrigan. The final decision

Jeff Gillooly, left, former husband of figure skater Tonya Harding, sits In court with his attorney, Ron Hoevet before pleading
guilty to racketeering charges In the Nancy Kerrlgau ai»ault case.
was hers to make," Hoevet
said.
Hoevet was asked what'
words Gillooly said Harding
used to approve the plan, and
he said, "As I understand the
quote, it's 'OK, let's go for It,' or
•OK, let's do it.'"

Gillooly, 26, confessed to
seven crimes in the attack, including two counts that Hoevet
said involved Harding: conspiracy and perjury.
Harding won the national
championship after Kerrigan
was struck on the right leg.

Gillooly struck a plea bargain In exchange for testi
plicate* Harding In the attack on Kerrigan.
forcing her to withdraw. Both
women were named to the
Olympic team.
Gillooly said he asked liarding's bodyguard, Shawn Eckardt, to send alleged hit man
Shane Stant and alleged getaway driver Derrick Smith to
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Detroit to club Kerrigan on the
knee.
Hoevet said the FBI received
an anonymous call implicating
Harding, Gillooly, Eckardt and
Smith while the skater was still
in Detroit.

USG discusses unionization Faculty Senate
by Lawrence Hannan
News staff writer

Undergraduate Student
Government voted to oppose the
potential unionization of the University faculty
and staff at a
particularly
lengthy meeting Monday
night
The final
vote count was
24-2, with three
abstentions.
The meeting
began with a
debate between faculty professors Ronald St oner, the president
of the pro-collective bargaining
BGSU Faculty Association, and
George Clematis, professor of
chemistry at the University.
"Half of the schools in Ohio
and half of the schools in the
Mid-American Conference
already have collective bargaining," Stoner said. "It's a natural
thing in today's environment,
' The faculty and the students
have the same interests."
Stoner added that both groups
want more control than they have
now and both are interested in
keeping tuition down and supplying a good education. Unionization can give parity to faculty,
students and the Board of
Trustees, he said.

Clemans argued against the
idea that students would benefit
from collective bargaining. He
said he believes unionization
could be detrimental to student
Interests.
ly Lawrence Hannan
"A faculty union is not InterNew* staff writer
ested in students," Clemans said.
"Its only Interest is in helping ItAlthough unionization was
self. Gains in one area usually
the focus of Monday night's
lead to losses in another."
Clemans added that unioniza- i_XUidergraduate Student
Government
tion creates an additional tier of
meeting, a
bureaucracy, which requires
controversy
more work and can restrict facarose over
ulty participation in helping stuthe funding
dents outside of the classroom.
of two camOne of the senators opposing
pus projects.
the bill to support the faculty colSenator
lective bargaining was Jen
Bill Vogt of
Mathe. She cited the University
the finance
of Cincinnati strike a few years
committee
ago as something she feared
originally
could happen if the University
recommended I'SG give $50
unionized.
dollars to the model UN. and
"Students on financial aid
$100 dollars to the creative
would especially be at risk here,"
dating workshop.
Mathe said. "In a strike, students
The model UN. is a program
miss classes involuntarily and
In which students go to New
can lose their financial aid."
York and operate a mock
The final opposition to the bill
United Nations, with different
of support came from USG
colleges representing
President Jason Jackson.
different countries. This year
"The simple fact is that unioniBowling Green is reprezation will affect students,"
senting the country of Peru.
Jackson said. "That effect will
The creative dating workprobably Involve a loss in the
shop was presented to USG by
Beth Tigue, a public relations
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Question of how to fund campus
projects sparks controversy in USG
coordinater ror Step 1. Tigue
described the workshop — an
interactive experience between students and the pep
speaker, David Coieman.
"What David will do In the
workshop is try to explain how
to build good relationships in a
way that will involve the students," Tigue said. "He'll
interact with the students and
try to mate it fun. Hell also
hand out dittos that give information on' things like the
worst ever pick-up Unas and
250 unconventional ideas for
dates.*' An argument broke out
between various senators over
the amount of money given to
each program. Senators Jen
Mathe and Norm Van Ness
were just two of the senators
critical of the creative dating
workshop.
Van Neas felt that this
wasn't somthing USG should
be sponsoring. He said he
viewed the workshop as frivolous and felt that this wasn't
something USG should help
fund.

See Union, page four.

President Clinton named
Boston lawyer Deval
Patrick to be the nation's
chief civil rights enforcer,
filling a spot left vacant for
months after the withdrawal of Lani Guinier.
Q Page 7.

Sec USG, page four.

The videotape shows one
congressman facing forward and another congressman looking at a
woman behind them.
"She has big breasts,"
says Rep. Martin Hoke,
R-Ohlo.

□ Page 8.

ratifies equality
by Katie Simmons
News staff writer

The Faculty Senate approved a
resolution concerning gender
equality at the University at
Tuesday's
meeting.
The resolution proposed
that action be
taken on the Issue of equity In
regards to the
female faculty
at the UniversityThe senate's
Ad Hoc committee was appointed
last semester by senate Chairman Benjamin Muego to do an indepth study on the status of
women faculty at the University
in 1993. The committee's
research, which began last September, was introduced at the
meeting.
The report showed various differences in relation to the men
and the women faculty in regards
to salary and rank at the University. Some of these salary
differentials ranged from $7,577
less for females at the rank of
full professor - the largest disparity between genders - to
$2,298 at the associate level. The

Sharlecn Hooper's
teammates and friends call
her "Hoop", while strangers ask her if she changed
her name to coincide with
what she does best - shoot
hoops.
Q Page 9.

report stated that on average female faculty members earn
$4,565 less than male faculty.
"The resolution is now forwarded to the Board of Trustees,
after the 15-day waiting period,
and the president decides for or
against," said Veronica Gold, a
member of the Ad Hoc committee. "If it goes through, they then
make the adjustments in the next
contract issue."
A number of arguments opposing the resolution were brought
to the attention of the senate.
Some believed the study was not
complete enough to base an appropriate decision on it.
Other concerns of the senate
body included the issue of where
the University can get the money
to fund the salary increase for
women faculty and the potential
of greater inequalities between
male and female salaries.
Some senators were concerned
that if the female salary increases, the male faculty salary
would either freeze or ultimately
decrease.
The resolution also asked for
the consideration of obstacles
women must face in order to fill
the equality barriers such as
rank, promotion issues and the
workload

Cloudy with a chance of
snow. High in the upper
20s. Southwest winds 10 to
20 mph. Chance of snow 50
percent. Wednesday night,
snow likely. Low around 15.
Chance of snow 60 percent.
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Prison creates
bright outlook
A

ccording to all the pollsters, crime is the new
Hot Issue. Lock 'em up, throw away the key and
three strikes and you're out of society and in prison
for good.
Of course, if society wants to lock 'em up, society
is going to have to build some more prisons. Which
brings us to Toledo, where nimby-mania has set in
(Nimby being a wonk term for "Not In My Back
Yard"). Toledo wants to lock 'em up, but would prefer to lock 'em up in someone else's back yard, like
now-favorite Youngstown.
The proposed prison would have been of the maximum-security type. Perhaps the citizens of North
Toledo have seen "The Silence of the Lambs" or "Escape from Alcatraz" too many times, but it really
isn't that easy to break out of prison.
The hypocrisy of the general public is outmatched
only by the politicians. Democrats and Republicans
are currently engaged in a contest of "Who's
Tougher On Crime?" But like their constituents, they
are too insecure to propose real solutions. "Three
Strikes And You're Out," is a farce that only applies
to crimes that take place on federal land, and Gunsfor-Tickets certainly isn't the answer. If your answer
to the crime problem is 'Lock 'em up,' you should be
able to answer the question, "Where?"
Which brings us to the point of Toledo's depressed
economy. People in Toledo need jobs, and a prison
would bring those jobs to the area. To those who
complain of safety hazards or the danger of living
near a prison, the answer is simple: People live near
factories. People live near power plants. Why? Because these 'unsightly' places provide jobs for local
residents and stimulate the local economy.
The proposed prison is to be a maximum-security
prison, and the chances for breakout would be minimal. Besides, common logic tells us that an escaped
convict would not exactly want to hang around the
area of the escape and, say, catch a movie or hit the
bars.
The citizens of Toledo should realize that if you
want to dance, you've got to pay the band. If Glass
City dwellers want jobs and a better economy, they
should be going out of their way to ensure the prison
ends up in their town.
The BG News Staff
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Technology and progress
The personal computer can be your friend or your worst enemy
My world has been shattered.
When you read this, reinvent my
image, take that smug, smirking
mugshot of mine over the byline
and think of it with pity, for now,
as I write, my face is fallen, my
eyes reek of sorrow, the corners
of my mouth twitch with defeat.
So dig a hole, say a prayer and
bury my picture there. It's all
over. This is the end. Let me go to
sleep in the bathtub...
And why am I in this unfortunate state, jubilant and cheerful
as I've always been, even when
writing about television angst
and auditory nostalgia? It's because I've lost it, lost everything
in the unending, savage, vicious
battle for domination between
human and machine. I've seen
the ultimate horror of our times,
and it has claimed me. The evil
computer ate my file.
Not any old file at that. It was
the umpteenth draft of my thesis
proposal, my grand vision for the
future of human knowledge, my
magnum opus, the 24 hour caffeine-nicotine-adrenaline blitzkrelg that had developed a life of
its own and grown into something
incredible, all of 25 pages (and it
was barely halfway there), and
it's gone! Where do I turn to now?
I answered the usual questions
from concerned colleagues, "Did
you have a back-up?"; "Were you
saving frequently?";"Did
someone trash it accidentally?";
"Which drive was it on?"; "Do
you at least have a printout?";"^ you remember what
you wrote?"
The answer to the last two
questions is no, and that's what

Vamsee
JuIuri
turns this apparently commonplace occurrence of the 1990s
into a terrible tragedy. It had
been a hard-earned gift,
whatever I'd written, from the
very shy and elusive muse of
academic writing, and it had
come after three semesters of
endless reading, a million postits, and all sorts of abstracts and
olline.s inexplicably, a sort of
stream-of-consciousness in the
A.P. A. style. My arguments
seemed provocative, my insights
were innovative and plenty. I was
saying things I hadn't even perceived before.
I began to grow a demonic kind
of ambition. I'm going to make
this proposal so good, I thought,
that the thesis itself will seem
like an afterthought. The members of my committee would
peruse it and say, "He's got it! At
last!" It was to be a final vindication of myself, and the faith
that everyone had placed in me
for so long as I waded through
years of scholarship and
research clutching at straws, try-

ing to build up a credible work.
Now, the big bad computer, not
an aggressive examination at the
defense, not a hard-to-please advisor, but the computer, has huffed and puffed and blown my life
in. Where do I begin now? Is it
worth it after all that? When will
I ever graduate?
I write this now, the good oldfashioned way, the feel of pen on
paper. It feels reassuring to see
one's work in a tangible form.
This paper will be with me as
long as I can see. It exists, it's
here, and isn't some spooky apparition which sleeps in a flimsy
plastic disk and turns up occasionally after a mindless ritual on
a screen. How do you ever know
where your work is, if it's there
at all. I understand it's all stored
somewhere in numbers, and is
really wonderful because of the
all the vast quantities of "data"
that can be "processed" in so
many different ways.
Coming from a typewriter (although the P.C. was spreading
rapidly back home as well) background, the Mac was a whole new
world to me at first. It seemed so
awesome and perfect, I approached it with respect and even
fear. I remember the first time I
used it to type a document. I had
paused once to look up. When I
turned back, I freaked. The
screen had turned black and was
filled with all sorts of dancing
lines and exploding flowers. Before I could announce the end of
the world and scream hysterically, the person next to me came to
my rescue and tapped the mouse.
Lo and behold! My document was

back.
After that one incident with the
screen saver, it had been a wonderful affair with the Mac. I
learned to use it, slowly and hesitantly at first, and then, as work
mounted and the computer lab
quickly became my home away
from home (away from home, if
you consider my original hometown), using the computer
quickly became second nature. It
was amazing, the things you
could do with it. The pencil and
the pen quickly became redundant. As for typewriters, they
just didn't seem to matter any
more. I felt like I had come of
age, in with the Zeitgeist and all
that.
But last night's loss still has me
in a state of shock. It might have
been human error (or some farreaching conspiracy to prevent
me from graduating), but it's
hard to imagine it's all gone.
Even the wise wizards of Hayes
Hall said sorry, too late, IX). A ,
it's been overwritten. And to
think I'd been on such a roll...
So, at the risk of being "antiprogress" (this was the label given to everyone who didn't believe
in science, hydro-electric
projects and computers back
home), and before I crawl back to
the harsh glare of Macintosh
light to begin anew, I write this
one detached lament. It might
seem simple and it might have
been said before, but it increasingly seems like technology has
got a grip on us, and not the other
way around. You can't stop the
world, but you can certainly
think about it once in a while.

Are you college experienced?
I remember a time when my
biggest question in life, my most
profound concern, was why the
Smurf s continued to open
Jokey's gifts even though it was
common knowledge they exploded. My innocent mind was
full of such questions, for I knew
little back then and I wanted to
know much. I grew, along with
my sisters, my friends and the
cartoon industry. Here and now,
on a college campus, I am only
slightly more enlightened than
the wide-eyed youngster of years
gone-by. Then again, maybe it is
only the questions which have
changed.
All too recently, I have chosen
my life's career. In the course of
that afternoon I altered the path
of my existence. At this juncture
in my stroll through this world I
have made more major decisions
than ever before, and possibly
more than I ever will again. Just
like that child whose main Interests included blue beings who
were three apples high, I am
forced to ask the ever present

question - why? It is supposed to
be a comfort to know that there
are 17,000 other students on this
campus alone struggling with
this universal problem, this impending doom of uncertainty. I
am still searching for answers.
I can't help but remember the
ease and simplicity of high
school. It was so peaceful, a nice
padded cell with no outside
world. "What are you going to do
with your life when you leave,"
was a phrase to be pondered in
the lone darkness of your room.
Guidance counselors, smiling
vice principals and kindly teachers gave you regular boosts to
your ego, keeping your mind off
of life after the diploma Even
when college placement tests rolled around, you kept your cool.
College applications were just
pieces of paper which disappeared with the mailman.
Choosing an institution came
down to what felt right and especially, what cost right. In general, worries about a major were
set aside.

"Take your time, shop around,
find out what you really like,
what interests you." I'm into my
second semester here; I don't
think required courses like Exploring Music are going to help
me in my search for the perfect
career. So we arrive back to the
unsure, insecure, over-simplified
"Why" question again.
Well, I've discovered maybe
that's just the way it is. There, a
nice, college educated guess.
Isn't college what every average
high school graduate is supposed
to endure? If you aren't in a
technical program, a child prodigy or popped out sucking on a
silver spoon, college is the next
logical stepping stone. This was
all planned out, some sort of sick
and twisted plot to stall us from
entering the job market for a few
years. A person may have other
reasons. For instance, all the intelligent, peace-loving adults I
chose to look up to have college
educations. Also, as a woman, I
am aware women with college
degrees generally earn as much

as men with high school diplomas. Not me. I'm breaking that
mold right now. Finally, I want to
be able to answer my own questions, as well as other people's. I
want to "know".
I already know a diploma is not
the only thing to be gained in the
process called "college". Even
though there are a plethora of
young people striving for the
grades and the degrees, we are
an elite sect. College students get
to pick what they want to do, and
have the knowledge they need
dropped in their laps. However,
no one told me how to transfer all
this from my lap to my brain. I
am learning my limits: hov. .nuch
coffee my body can hold; how
many times my neighbor's bed
can hit the wall before I scream;
that sort of thing. I am in the only
place geared to making people
un-stupid. What an honorable
cause. Through all of this,
though, I plan on enduring.
Andrea Wood is a guest columnist for The BG News
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Olscamp
scrutinized
by alumni
The BG News
As the father of a thirdgeneration BG student, I frequently pick up a copy of The
BG News on my travels
through BG. I find it interesting to keep up on "things" at
BG, and also to see what is
changing and what is not.
Therefore, I read with some
interest the open letter directed to President Olscamp by
David Coehrs on the editorial
page of the Thursday, Jan. 27
edition of the paper.
Coehrs indicates that your
handling and attitude toward
the recent temperature drop
may be an indicator of a
broader disdain or highhandedness toward Olscamp's
position as a whole. If in fact,
as I have noticed other rumblings, his attitude to classes at
any cost, is the tip of the
iceberg, then possibly a selfexamination is in order.
As Coehrs relates, indeed being at BG "is all about dreams,
expectations and fears of real
students...so eventually they
can make something of themselves." As dollars continue to
shrink for all public uses, including education, the strong
will survive. Students attend
BG because they are convinced, through their experiences or those related by parents, grandparents, friends,
whomever, that the quality and
quantity of education obtained
will be a comparative value.
Further, they care to know BG
because of a feeling that they
know BG cares in return.
If the suggested indictment
is correct, and certainly it is
only suggested at this point, I
would propose that Olscamp
analyze what appears as a laissez-faire approach to administration. Effete-ism is no longer
an accepted modus operandi in
any form of public administration.
At the least, I propose that
you spend some personal time
daily readingThe BG News.
How else will you understand
what your still loyal subjects
are thinking and contemplating?
,sl
Daniel V. Green
Alumnus

Hutchinson
should be
incarcerated
The BG News
Having graduated from
BGSU with undergraduate and

graduate degrees in criminal
justice, I have worked in the
criminal justice field for three
years. Regardless of your
background, one with any form
of intelligence who has followed the case of the Akili
Hutchinson "scandal" will
unequivocally come to realize
Hutchinson received the deal
of the century.
Because Hutchinson led our
University to a Las Vegas Bowl
victory,The News has labeled
him as an exemplary individual. Thus.The News believes he
is a victim of the criminal justice system. Please do not forget what Hutchinson did to become a convicted felon.
Hutchinson entered a plea to
sexual battery, burglary and
sexual imposition. Hutchinson
was only sentenced to two
years in prison and five years
probation.
You feel Hutchinson got an
unfair deal. He served less
than three months of a more
than two-year sentence. Hutchinson had the opportunity to
go to trial to prove his innocence in light of this "miscommunication" and chose not
to.
This "miscommunication"
turns out to be more of a "miscommunication" by The News.
Assistant prosecutor Gwen
Howe-Gebers did inadvertantly object to Hutchinson's
shock hearing. The judge
never read her objection. He
only read Howe-Gebers' "motion to withdraw opposition to
early release." The judge made
his decision based on his own
intelligence and discretion.
Please do not forget those
feelings of fear, violation and
degradation this "pillar of the
community," or Hutchinson, as
we know him, caused his victims. Too bad The News reported, in verbose fashion, the
justice system is out to get
exemplary citizens. I welcome
anyone to explain how this
"miscommunication" caused
any irreparable damage to
Hutchinson, without The News'
imposed word limitation.

when someone such as Michael
Jackson must face charges for
child molestation and be condemned guilty by the media
and press, and for that matter
much of the world, before
hearing the facts and evidence.
Even after hearing Michael say
he is innocent he is still perceived as guilty.
Just as these words seem to
forget about the boy's (father's) story, many people seem
to forget about Michael Jackson when they write their story. OK, so the situation is that a
boy's father has accused Michael of molesting his son. Michael, in tum, denied the charges. At this point it is one's story against the other. Because
of who Michael is, and some of
the bizarre things he is reported to have done, people began
drawing their own conclusions.
It seems evidence for the
case is being forgotten. LaToya's stories can be disregarded because no one in her family even believes her. But one
cannot forget that when Michael returned to the States he
had to go through the intense
body examination. Photos were
taken so they could be compared to the boy's descriptions.
What has happened to this evidence? One thing is for sure, if
those photos did match what
the boy had said, the story
would have hit the stands a
long time ago. Instead, they
have been forgotten about.
Everyone is assuming just
because Michael wants to put
this whole horrible incident
behind him by settling as
quickly as possible, he is
guilty. Well, has anyone wondered why the boy's father
simply settled for $10 million
dollars? After all, if it was your
child who you thought was
molested, wouldn't you want to
see the molester found guilty
and have him pay his time? I
guess that is not important to
this boy's father. Michael, on
the other hand, just wants to
get on with his life - the little
life he has left after all of the
invasions.

Verdicts on Bobbits may
condone more violence
There is nothing I resent more
than a woman who abuses a man.
There is nothing I hate more than
a man who abuses a woman. Pure
and simple, I do not like abuse.
That includes emotional, psychological, physical and mental
abuse. It does not have to happen
to me for me to feel the way I do.
Abuse of die other person is unhealthy.
Two weeks ago, I sat on my
couch waiting for the CNN news
(I am addicted to it). When the
news did come, the first thing I
heard was the voice of a woman
who was later identified as the
forewoman of the jury which
tried Lorena Bobbin for maliciously wounding her husband.
In her own words "...we the
members of the jury find the defendant Lorena Bobbin not guilty
of maliciously wounding her
husband for the reason of temporary insanity..."
The moment I heard the "not
guilty," and "temporary insanity," line my mouth dropped, my
heart sunk and my face
squeaked. Lorena Bobbin cut her
husband's penis off. Ladies and
gentlemen, we are not talking
about some lousy finger being
sliced off because of some nonsensical reason, we are talking
about the first tier tunnel of life.
Let me simply say now, I am
neither a fan of Lorena Bobbin
nor John Wayne Bobbin.
I am one enraged and baffled
individual who is deeply worried
about the low value we seem to
place on human life. I have the
greatest contempt for any man
who stoops so low as to abuse a
woman or a woman who does the
same. I am not debating her
claim she made about being an
abused woman or for using the
haltered woman syndrome defense mechanism.
I do strongly question her
judgment in staying in a re-

lationship and a marriage she
said became hell after some time.
Why In God's name didn't she
walk away?
When a relationship goes from
love to gloves, it is time to get the
heck out! Lorena Bobbin went
overboard. Mind you, I am not
defending John Bobbin. They
both admined he was sleeping
when she went into the kitchen
area and pulled the knife to cut
off his penis. There seems to be a
misunderstanding about the concept of self-defense and revenge.
I have to confess that for the first
time I am agreeing with him on a
moral issue.

card.
Many relationships, and even
marriages, these days go through
trying and difficult times. We
may be sending a signal that says
when you become frustrated
with your spouse and can not
seem to make any headway
toward a peaceful resolution it is
okay to cause him/her grave bodily harm and claim you are insane. I am sure we do not have an
army of insane people walking up
and down our streets because if
we do we should declare a
national state of moral emergency.
I want to say to all women that

We may be sending a signal that says when
you become frustrated with your spouse and
can not seem to make any headway toward a
peaceful resolution it is okay to cause
him/her grave bodily harm and claim you are
insane.
The standard self-defense
if you are a victim of abuse by a
occurs when you are being physman who claims to love you but
ically overrun by someone else.
turns around and gives you a
Any action you take in the heat of black eye, you do not have to take
the moment will be considered an it. Save yourself the agony and
embarrassment; get up and walk
act of self-defense. However,
when there is no physical conaway. I also want to say to men
frontation, it is insane for anyone that if you are a victim of abuse
to make a fatal calculation and
by a woman who claims to love
claim self-defense.
you and then turns around and
In this case, all the testimonies tries to set your penis on fire, get
that have been presented in court up and walk away.
clearly show that at the very
Solomon Omo-Osagie II is a
moment Lorena Bobbin cut her
guest columnist for The BG
husband's penis off, she was not
News.
under any danger posed by Bobbin. She acted in revenge and not
in self-defense. There is a huge
difference.
I am concerned because we
may be setting in motion a new
line of sanctioned violence. We
are setting a trend which will become miserably difficult to dls-
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Michael Jackson
was convicted
without a trial
The BG News:
Michael Jackson, the famous
King of Pop, is a singer, dancer, actor and entertainer. He
is also something else which
everyone seems to forget: a
human being. There is no compassion shown in this world

CORRECTIONS
In Monday's edition of The
News, the article "Union
protests apathy," stated that
employees of the Community
Nursing Home had formed a
union and were striking
against the management.
The employees are in the
process of trying to form a
union and are not on strike.
The News regrets the error.

3 Weeks in a row!!!

Bowling Gra>en State University
Best Western Falcor Plua - Bishop Room
1450 E. Wooster Street
February 7. $
10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M
■ rOMhM

Kelli Colling
January 24-31, 1994
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EBLUE RIBBON PHOTOE
Your Assurance of Quality
Film Developing • Cameras • Video

DOUBLE PRINTS FOR ONLY A

i

EXAMPLE.
/

II you wont io be the kind ot leoder that individuals look
up to, you should take a good look at the Marine Corps
We'll develop your physical and mental strengths so you
can set the kind of example others mil wont to follow
For more information about becoming an officer of
Marines, contact the individual belon

Extra Set of Prints For $1
Jus! add $1 00 lo the price and we will give you a
second set of color prints' Offer good at the time of
developing on standard 3 1/2" size prints from 110.
Disk. 126. or 35mm (C-41 process),12. 15, 24. 36
exposure rolls
otter

This otter not valid with any other

Limit one roll per coupon. Coupon must

accompany order

—,«■«.

Exp. 2/9/94

All in stock, photo albums 15% off.
Featuring: 1 hour Film Processing • Black and White Rush Service
(3 Hour Tum Around)
We Gladly Accept Checks and Credit Cards

u
THIFfWTHt,
for more information see Capt. Hitchcock and Capt. Conley on campus
February 2, 1994 .it the M.O.R.E. Career r.iir in the Student Union Grand Ballroom
from (.: tOpm-lt: 10pm or call : (313)973-7070 or I-800-892-7318.

f£M\

j W

Open Mon. - Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-5
157 N. Main St. 353-4244
(across from Uptown)
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Rollin' down the river

ACROSS
THE NATION
Vedder issued summons Company sues for lost
BOULDER, Colo. -- Pearl Jam
money
singer Eddie Vedder doesn't
think security guards belong in a
mosh pit. Police think Vedder belongs in court.
Vedder, who chased security
guards from the slam-dance area
during a Nov. 27 concert at the
University of Colorado, has been
issued a summons alleging he obstructed government operations.
The charge is punishable by up
to six months in jail and $750 in
fines.
Police say security guards
were trying to remove a "disruptive individual" from the pit
when Vedder stopped singing and
told the guards to get out.
The incident prompted the
cancellation of the last of the
band's three sold-out shows at the
university.
Pearl Jam is a Seattle-based
alternative rock band whose hits
include "Alive" and "Jeremy."

ERIE, Pa. - A company that
says a former employee received
$29,544 more in severance pay
than he deserved is suing to get
the money back -- with interest.
Erie-based Lord Corp. filed suit
against Gene Kidder in Erie
County Court Monday, charging
him with breach of contract, unjust enrichment and conversiontrespass.
Kidder, of Sigel, declined
comment on the suit Tuesday.
The suit said he had been a
buyer for the aerospace products
manufacturer until Dec. 29,1989,
when he signed a severance
agreement.
Lord was supposed to pay Kidder $698.50 every two weeks
fromJan. 1, 1990, to Jan. 31, 1992,
but instead paid him $1,343.12
every two weeks, the suit said.

Bomb plot backfires

SOMERSET, Ky. - Detonators
that were found in the motel
room of an Ohio man allegedly
were intended for a bomb to be
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Tom
Cruise and Meg Ryan better clear set off after police answered a
some space on the mantle. They
fake emergency call.
were named man and woman of
Police on Tuesday charged
the year by Harvard University's Vincent Dickerson, 38, of CoshocHasty Pudding Theatricals.
ton, Ohio, with seven counts of
The awards are presented ancriminal possession of a destrucnually by the theater group,
tive device. They said seven
whose officers dress in drag for
British-made detonators were
the occasion. They go to perforfound Monday in Dickerson's
mers who've made "a lasting and room at the Somerset Court
impressive contribution to the
Motel.
world of entertainment."
Somerset authorities said they
know of no reason Dickerson alRyan, who will receive a tralegedly would target police offiditional brass pudding pot, is to
cers in the southcentral Kenbe saluted with a parade through
tucky city.
Harvard Square on Feb. 15.
The star of "Sleepless in SeatPolice arrested Dickerson in
tle" joins such previous winners
May on an intoxication charge,
and he paid a $25 fine and court
as Whoopi Goldberg, Jodie Foscosts.
ter, Lucille Ball, Cher, Beverly
Lt. Gary Jones said an informSills and Elizabeth Taylor.
Cruise, star of "The Firm," will ant reported that Dickerson intended to build a bomb and make
be honored Feb. 22 when the
group presents its 146th annual
a fake emergency call to police.
He planned to detonate the bomb
satirical play.
when officers entered the motel
He joins a list that includes
Chevy Chase, Clint Eastwood,
room, Jones said.
Robin Williams, Sylvester Stallone, Sean Connery, James CagCompiled from staff and wire
ney, Paul Newman and Bob Hope. reports.

Stars to receive pudding
pots

APPho<o/Mlkc Kllci.ii

Malak Delb, 11, right, and Alas Deib, 4, survey Ihe water surrounding their house In Chauncey, Ohio, Saturday morning. About 55
residents of the Athens County town were forced to evacuate as

Union

USG

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

power and influence the average
student enjoys and expects on
this campus."
Several senators were disappointed with the outcome of the
voting. Senator Bill Vogt, one of
the two senators voting in favor
of the movement, attempted to
have the vote on whether or not
to support unionization delayed
until next week's meeting.
"We didn't get a chance to look
at this issue in depth," Vogt said.
"A lot of the people here hadn't
looked at the issue until tonight."

overflow from the Hocking River and a tributary closed highways
and flooded at least eight houses,

workshop.
"The model U.N. will have the
Mathe was a strong sponsor of participation of about a dozen
the model IN and acknowl- students, some of whom are getedged being upset that Vogt rec- ting academic credit for this,"
ommended only $50. She felt the Vogt said. "The creative dating
model U.N. was a much more se- workshop, on the other hand, can
rious and important project and be very helpful and beneficial to
hundreds of students."
deserved more money.
Mathe disagreed.
In the end a compromise was
"The model U.N. deals with
reached when it was agreed to
lower the amount given to the very important issues and is a
creative dating workshop to $50, prestigious thing for Bowling
thus placing it on equal footing Green to be involved in," Mathe
said. "From the presentation I
with the U.N. bill.
After the meeting Vogt de- saw, the creative dating workfended his recommendation to shop didn't seem to be addressgive twice as much to the dating ing any substantive issues."
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YOUNGS NEWSSTAND
Serving your Comic Needs
for over 5 years
Come to the Beit to set the Best!
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ACROSS
THE STATE
Schindler survivor remembers

CANTON, Ohio - Samuel Ron
first saw "Schindler's List" at its
national premier in Washington,
DC.
The director, Steven Spielberg,
was there. Oskar Schindler's
widow, Emilie, was there, on her
wheelchair. His mistress was
there; all the film's stars attended. So did Thomas Keneally, author of the book that inspired the
film. So did Bill and Hillary Clinton.
Ron, a Canton resident, was
thrilled to meet all these people,
to get their autographs. But mostly he was curious.
Ron, whose surname used to be
Rakowsky, grew up about 15
miles outside of Krakow, Poland,
where the movie takes piace. His
family lived briefly in the city's
Jewish ghetto. He spent several
months in Plaszow, the forcedlabor camp featured in the film,
before being shipped to several
other camps.
"You remember the gallows
there, in the film?" he asks. "I
stayed there, just behind, in the
barracks."
Ron, 69, who has visited Poland
twice recently, said the film
brought back many of his experiences. The story of Oskar Schindler is very personal to him and
his wife, Bilba.
Ron's uncles, Isak and Israel
Levenstein; a cousin, Murray
Pantirer, and an aunt, Lola Fellman, survived the war because
they were on Schindler's list and

Powell, who was never enrolled
were chosen to work in his factoras a student at Kent State, also
ies during the war.
was convicted in Portage County
As depicted in "Schindler's
List," the Germans liquidated the in 1969 of assaulting campus
police officers at two SDS
ghetto in March 1943. Healthy
Jews were shipped to the Plaszow protests. He served six months in
forced-labor camp. The very
jail on the conviction.
young, the elderly and the frail
were shot.

Bat killers to be tried as
Former anti-war activist adults
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio -- A Maset to speak at Kent

KENT, Ohio ~ Former fugitive
anti-war activist Jeffrey David
Powell will be the featured
speaker at this year's memorial
service for the Kent State University students shot during a
1970 demonstration.
The May 4 Task Force, a student organization, announced the
appearance Tuesday. The student
group coordinates annual ceremonies on the site where four
students were killed and nins
others wounded by National
Guard troops during a May 4,
1970, protest against the Vietnam
War.
Powell, 43, a former member of
the Students for a Democratic
Society and, later, the militant
Weathermen, surrendered to authorities Jan. 6 in Chicago after
24 years on the run. He pleaded
gu ilty to mob action, a misdemeanor, in connection with the
1969 "Days of Rage" anti-war
riots in Chicago.
Powell was sentenced to 18
months probation, a $500 fine and
court costs of $210. A charge of
aggravated battery was dismissed.

honing County Juvenile Court
judge ruled Tuesday that three
teen-agers charged with beating
a woman to death with a baseball
bat may be tried as adults.
Judge James McNally sent to
the grand jury the cases of Timothy Gessnerand David Dattilo,
both 17, who had faced juvenile
charges of complicity to aggravated murder.
On Friday, McNally sent to the
grand jury the case of Scott Camuso, who has turned 18 since
the homicide. Camuso had faced
juvenile charges of aggravated
murder.
The county prosecutor's office
will present the cases to the
grand jury. If indicted, Camuso,
Gessnerand Dattilo would face
adult charges.
The three are accused of beating 72-year-old Rose Bertolini to
death after she surprised intruders during an Oct. 20 burglary at her home.
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.
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Check Out The Following
Locations For Fall 1994 #**$$>
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Columbia Court Apartments
East Merry Avenue Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments

Greenbriar Inc.

244 E. Wooster

352-0717

| This Year USG Spent Over 32,000 of Your Student Dollars!
Your Undergratuate Student Government Makes A Difference.
Be a Part of the Difference.

Presidential/Vice-Presidential Ticket & At Large Senator
Elections March 8 & 9. 1994.
Petitions for Candidacy Available in 405 Student Services
on Monday, January 31. 1994.
Completed Petitions Due February 11, 1994 at 12:00 p.m.
in 405 Student Services.
Mandatory Candidates' Meeting February 11, 1994 at 8:00 p.m..
A Different Campus Can Not Be Built By Indifferent People.
.•■USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG
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Annual dinner
theater honors
Black history
The cost of the program is
$20, which covers the cost of
dinner and the performance.
As a part of the celebration There is a 50 percent discount
of Black History Month, the for students and a 10 percent
office of Multicultural Affairs discount for senior citizens,
will be presenting the fifth
annual dinner theater this
Saturday at 7 p.m. in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
The presentation, "Big Band
Jazz - A celebration of our
• Saturday: "Big Band
past culture," will feature a
Jazz - a celebration of our
buffet-style dinner followed
past culture." Features a
by an evening performance of
the Richard Bright Band, acbuffet-style dinner
cording to Monica Smith-Sfollowed by an evening
cott, director of multicultural
performance by the
activities.
Each member of the RichRichard Bright Band.
ard Blight Band is a major
• Cost: $20. Covers the
jazz figure, as some of them
cost of dinner and the
are affiliated with great jazz
musicians such as Cab Calperformance.
loway and Duke Ellington,
• Discounts: 50 percent for
Smith-Scott said.
students and 10 percent for
Although the musicians in
the 16-member band usually
senior citizens.
do not perform together, they
have been rehearsing for this
Saturday's performance, she
she said.
said.
"This is definitely a unique
There is also a $10 fee for
mixture of musicians," those who wish to attend only
Smith-Scott said. "All of them the performance, she said.
For those who do not have
have been involved in the jazz
music scene for years and the opportunity to participate
have agreed to come together in this event, the office of
and do this gig for us," she multicultural activities, as
well as other campus and
said.
Because big band jazz is a community organizations, will
nationally acclaimed form of be featuring a number of other
music, students are encour- activities throughout the
aged to attend the event and month of February to promote
experience the variety, she the celebration of Black History Month, Smith-Scott said.
said.
These activities include the
"This event will be one of
the ways to bring the campus third annual Odun Omo
together to celebrate Black Eniyan 1994: An African and
History Month," Smith-Scott North American Creative Edsaid. "We thought it would be ucational History and Culture
great to expose the Bowling Project, which will celebrate
Green community to authentic the theme of "Through the
big band jazz during this Arts and Humanities we can
unite the World Community"
time."
by Melissa Llpowskl
News staff writer

Events

Band will release single
A.W.O.L. Posse promotes education about racism, fun
by Robin Coe
News staff writer

An area band will soon have a single out
for the public to experience the hip hop jazz
sound that promotes education, education
about racism and having fun.
All Walks Of Life - also known as the
A.W.O.L. Posse - named their band because
of the diversity among group members and
because of the different people the music
reaches in the audience.
"We have certain elements in our music
that hit everybody, which is why we call it
Hip Hop for the Party People of the World,"
said Ramond Burnley, 'Poet Laureate,' lead
vocalist and music and lyric writer for the
band.
"We're not trying to please everyone," he
said. "It just seems that whether the individual is into rock, hard-core rap or into
progressive they find something in one of
our songs."
He said that other lead vocalists include
his cousin 'T-Bone' and brother Duane Burnley who is known as 'Soul Originator' in the
band. He said his brother acquired the name
from the band because of the inspiration he
gave him.
"There's something about my brother, he's
so energetic. When I get together with him
I'm always inspired to write songs."
He believes writing comes from the soul
and his brother inspires his soul.
The band began with Ramond Burnley and
Steve Riolo who had trouble playing
together at first because Riolo hated rap and

Burnley hated rock 'n' roll.
"One day I was writing some beats and
[Riolo] put a guitar with it," Burnley said.
They thought it sounded good and decided
they should record it.
Duane Burnley and 'T-Bone' joined the
band later. Since then the band has grown
considerably, including a live jazz set and
live dance routine.
Education is important to the members of
the band. Many of them are University students and others are teaching or aspiring to
teach. They hope to inspire students and
children to stay in school, Burnley said. He
said that many successful people are hypocrites because they tell people to stay in
school and they are not or never have been.
"Hopefully, when we're in the spotlight
and children and people see us they will also
see us as students," he said.
The band also encourages people to educate themselves about racism. The A.W.O.L.
Posse have dealt with all types of racism.
, "In West Virginia, I was the only AfricanAmerican student when I was in junior high
school," Burnley said. "The individuals in
the area I was at were very ignorant about
racism and I was literally in a fight every
day."
He said it went as far as students chasing
him with clubs trying to lynch him after he
defended himself against a derogatory
comment.
"After that experience, for a long while I
could not stand white people. I hated white
people," he said. "Now, I know it's not good
to hate anybody for the color of their skin."

He said he wants to reach all types of people about racism. His cousin 'T-Bone' has
faced racism by both African-American and
European-American people because of his
lighter skin.
"It was racist ideas that were taught to
African-Americans about lighter skin and
darker skin," he said. Racism is a terrible
thing in all its aspects and the memories of
racism cannot be thrown out like pictures
and memorabilia and be forgotten about he
said.
"It is something you've got to deal with today," he said.
Jamie Oxendine, keyboardist for the
AW.O.L. Posse, comes from the largest
group of Native Americans in Southeastern
America named the Lumbee Nation, North
Carolina.
People of the Lumbee Nation have been
harassed by the government for many years
concerning the exercise of their religion, he
said. It was not until 1978 that a bill passed
that prevented officials from 'legally' harassing the nation's worship.
Oxendine is an active promoter of education, including education about racism. He
graduated from the University with a
master's degree in musical education and
teaches at Leverette Junior High School in
Toledo. He spends a lot of time traveling to
states by himself and with the American Indian Association to promote awareness of
his culture.
Burnley said the band's style is political,
but it also is hip hop party-style and satirical.

IPC Professor co-edits anthology
taken from various walks of life
explaining communication from
their point of view.
Gonzalez, along with his coA University professor has coedited an anthology about the di- editors, Victoria Chen of Denison
verse aspects of cultural com- University and Marsha Houston
of Tulane University, conmunication.
structed the book by attempting
Interpersonto introduce the cultural aspect
al communicaof communication.
tions professor
"What prompted us to write
Alberto Gonthis book is the fact that there
zalez edited
are no books on inter-cultural
"Our Voices:
communication that took the culEssays in Cultural aspect from an insider's
ture, Ethnicity
point of view," Gonzalez said.
and CommuniThe book is made up of several
cation" - a vaGonzalez essays taken from ethnic scholriety of essays
by Katie Simmons
News staff writer

ars who are writing their descriptions of speech that have
been rooted in theory, and giving
them the opportunity to write
about their personal experiences.
"We have a variety of cultures
represented in this publication,"
Gonzalez said. "We have authors
contributing from the AfricanAmerican culture, NativeAmerican culture, Latino culture, Asian-American culture,
Arab-American culture and the
Jewish-American culture."
Gonzalez is in the process of
editing two more books, one with
the aid of John Makay, chairman
of the Interpersonal Communica-

tion department. This book is a
rhetorical study of the popular
music world.
"This book will examine how
music works and how music acts
to provide people with information, gives them things to talk
about, so to speak," Gonzalez
said.
His second book is a direct look
at the Latino cultural group and
the communication aspects directly associated with the Latino
culture.
Gonzalez received his undergraduate degree from the University.

HOME FALCON BASKETBALL TONIGHT vs. EASTERN ... WOMEN 5:45, MEN 8:00!
Come ROCK "THE HOUSE THAT ROARS!" Win CASH in the Halftime Shootouts!
///////■//////////////////^

Valentines'$ Day
"Love ^otes"
I A.-( your Valentine know liow much you care with a Valentine love note made
especially for (htm. Choose hetween a display ad or a regular classified ad. You
can even add a color to your message for S5 to make It extra special.
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Color □ YES
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3 line minimum
80 H per line
Trishia,
Roses are red,
violets are blue,
Happy Valentines Day
from You Know Who!
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& STUDENT GROUPS
!
HAVE YOUR NEXT MEETING AT
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FOUNDERS KEEPERS
HAS THE PERFECT SETTING
FOR CASUAL LUNCH AND BREAKFAST MEETINGS
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Detach & return to £74 West Hull before the deadline.
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Homeless girl awaits transplant
Ten-year-old faces waiting list, medical expenses
in fight for survival against severe medical condition
by Mitch Weiss

The Associated Press
TOLEDO - Nancy Young spends most of her
days by a telephone in a homeless shelter, praying for a call saying a liver donor has been found
for her 10-year-old daughter.
Without a liver transplant, her daughter, Jill,
will die.
"Waiting is the hardest part," Young said in an
interview at the Toledo Community Service
Center, a shelter for homeless families.
"Every time you hear the telephone, you hope
it's the hospital saying it's time."
Young has been staying at the home with her
freckle-faced fifth grade daughter Jill, since she
was evicted from her suburban Toledo apartment in late December.
Her two sons, Josh, 13, and Jeremy, 16, are
staying with Young's friends.
"I feel so alone," Young said, softly. "I want
Jill to be well. I want us to be a family again."
Jill has peritonitis, a condition that makes it
hard for the liver to produce an enzyme that
protects the abdominal lining.
About five months ago, her condition took a
turn for the worse, said Dr. Robert Bobo, a gastroenterologist at Medical College of Ohio in
Toledo.
"Without a new liver, there is no hope," he
said.
Jill is among 12 children on a liver transplant
waiting list at Children's Hospital Medical
Center in Cincinnati, hospital spokesman Jim

Feuer said. It could take more than a year before
a donor is found, he said.
Medicaid has been covering the cost of Jill's
treatment. It also will cover some of the transplant's costs.
Meanwhile, Young waits in the shelter.
"No one thinks they are going to be homeless,
but it happens. It's nothing I am ashamed of. I've
told that to my children. I told them things will
get better," she said.
Young said she wants to work, but needs time
to spend with Jill.
Young's financial problems began three years
ago when she was divorced from her second
husband, Thomas Young.
After the divorce, she left Archbold, about 40
miles southwest of Toledo, and began working
as a machine operator at Metal Sales Inc. in New
Albany, Ind.
Eventually, she got a two-bedroom apartment
near suburban Rossford. She was receiving
about $400 a month in child support from Young
and $454 a month in Social Security for Jill.
But when Jill's benefits were cut to $S4 a
month, she could no longer afford her apartment. She was evicted at the end of December.
Don Bellman, a social worker at the homeless
shelter, said people have offered jobs and
money to help Young. Some people wondered
what happened to $3,000 they raised for her
family in 1990.
"The community tried to help her," said
Georgia Kohart, an Archbold resident who
helped organize a money-raising event in August 1990.

Potential
parents
seek
custody
ELYRIA, Ohio - Witnesses testifying at a custody hearing for
an 18-month-old boy whose parents were killed in a boat explosion said the deceased parents
wanted a Strongsville couple to
raise their child.
Lawrence Morgan, 44, and his
wife, Barbara, of Strongsville,
called witnesses Monday to testify in support of their bid for
custody of Chuckle Hoffman.
The boy was orphaned May 9 in
the explosion in Cleveland's Flats
area along the Cuyahoga River.
Morgan was a friend and longtime business partner of Chuckie's father, Charles Hoffman.

APPkNo/LorlKIng
Nancy Young holds her 10-year-old daughter, Jill, In the confines
of the bedroom at the Toledo Community Service Center In
Toledo, Ohio, Monday. Nancy and Jill, who needs a liver transplant, have been living at the homeless shelter for three weeks.

Hoffman and his wife, Maria,
of Lakewood, had no wills. The
Morgans contend that Mrs.
Hoffman said more than once
that, if anything happened to her
and her husband, she wanted the
Morgans to raise Chuckie.
The Morgans' attorneys called
several witnesses Monday, said
Elyria attorney James Deery.
Deery has been appointed to represent Chuckie's interests in the
custody hearing.

HOME FALCON HOCKEY THIS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY - 7 P.M.!
Pick up your ticket during the week at Memorial Hall or show I.D. at the door for admission.

Time Is
Running
Out

Accepted at
more Schools
than you were.

for
senior portraits!
Our professional studio photographer is here for only '

3 more days!
Call 1 -800-969-1337 or 1 -800-969-1338 to schedule
your appointment now!

-you"vvaXtt to be
Walk-ins
accepted.
eviu U.S.A. Inc. 199*
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Clinton argues
health reform
by Nancy Benac
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Clinton cautioned against mere tinkering with America's health-care system Tuesday and insisted he would
settle for nothing less than guaranteed insurance for all. His chief
Republican critic held out new hope for compromise.
After back-and-forth appearances by Clinton and Senate Minority
Leader Bob Dole before the nation's governors and the American
Hospital Association, the president said he came away encouraged
about prospects for reform.
"You seem to have a leavening effect on the political rhetoric of the
nation's capital," Clinton told members of the National Governors
Association.
Dole, speaking just before Clinton, told the governors they "may
have laid out a framework for the rest of us to rally around and talk
about."
He was referring to the governors' newly minted "call to action" on
health care. It stops short of some of Clinton's goals, but includes a
GOP concession that employers be required to make coverage available to workers.
Dole seemed intent on keeping Republicans involved in the debate,
telling his party, "We're going to be up in the bleachers when the parade goes by unless we get our people together,".
As Congress continues hearings on health care, he added, "we may
be able to resolve some of these issues that look impossible now because we have just gotten started."
Dole repeated Republican opposition to Clinton's proposal that employers be required to pay at least 80 percent of their workers'
health-care premiums. Clinton countered, "I still believe in the requirement for employers to cover their employees."
The president, in two speeches that nearly exhausted his voice, affirmed his State of the Union declaration that universal coverage
must be a part of any health-care plan.
"We have to do it now," he told the hospital executives. "And what
we have to do includes providing guaranteed private insurance to
every single American."
In both speeches, he cautioned against incremental reform.
"What normally happens around here is that everybody gives their
speeches and then we have Washington-style reform where we tinker
at the edges ... . That's what we've been doing for years," he told the
governors.
At both appearances, Clinton criticized competing plans that would
make workers' health-care benefits subject to income taxes.

Patrick fills vacant post
Lawyer named
chief enforcer
of civil rights
in United States

by Michael J. Snlflen
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President
Clinton Tuesdsay named Boston lawyer Deval Patrick to be
the nation's chief civil rights
enforcer, filling a spot left vac a n t for
months after
the withdrawal of
Lani Guinier.
Wasting no
time, conserv a t 1 v e s
called
Patrick "a
stealth Guinier."
"He understands the law is a
tool to help real people with
real problems," Clinton said in
an Oval Office announcement,
flanked by Attorney General
Janet Reno and Vice President
AlGore.
Saying the Justice Department's civil rights division has
protected civil liberties for
"tens of millions of Americans," Clinton said, "There is
still much more to be done. We
need a strong and aggressive
civil rights division and a compassionate advocate for free-

APPkao/DNcMUli

President Clinton gestures Deval Patrick toward toe podium after announlcng Patrick as his choice to
be the nation s chief civil rights enforcer Tuesday at the White House.
dom and fairness at the helm of
that division."
Patrick, a native of Chicago's
rough south side, brought his
children to the ceremony. "I
am humbled," he said.
Conservatives denounced
the choice even before Clin-

ton's announcement.
"Patrick appears to be a
'stealth Guinier,'" said Clint
Bolick, vice president of the
Institute for Justice. "He has
no paper trail, but is part of the
same pro-quota chorus that
produced Lani Guinier," Clinton's first nominee as assistant
attorney general in charge of

the Justice Department's civil
rights division.
Drawing fire from some
black leaders, Clinton abruptly
withdrew Guinier's nomination
in June, saying he was surprised by the liberal bent to
some of her writings on racial
politics. The post has been vacant since Clinton took office.

HOME FALCON BASKETBALL TONIGHT vs. EASTERN ... WOMEN 5:4S, MEN BcOO!
Come ROCK "THE HOUSE THAT ROARS!" Win CASH in the Halftirne Shootouts!

Seniors.. .

You're Out!
(Of time)

Last
3
days
in our last portrait session,

Demand is
heavy, so
Walk-ins accepted! Come to 28
West Hall, 10 a.m.-1 p.m.;2- 6 p.m.
daily. Walk-ins accepted!

Preschedule your portrait session by calling
1 -800-969-1337 or 1 -800-969-1338 *
This is your last session
and your last chance. Call now!
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Smoking causes Menendez brothers'
cancer of colon two defense lawyers
may cooperate again
by Paul Recer
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - In the strongest evidence yet, two studies involving more than 150,000 people show that cigarette smoking can lead to
colon cancer in both men and women.
The parallel studies to be published Wednesday in the Journal of
the National Cancer Institute also found that early smoking apparently fixes for life the risk of colon-rectal cancer, even if the smoking
habit is dropped.
"With colon cancer, if you smoke in your 20s, that risk stays with
you," said Dr. Edward Giovannucci of Brigham and Women's Hospital in Boston, the Channing Laboratory and the Harvard School of
Public Health. "Even if you stop at age 40, you'll still be at greater
risk."
The risk is also "dose related," he said. "The more you smoke, the
more the risk."
Other studies show that stopping cigarette smoking at any age,
however, does lower the risk of heart disease, lung cancer and other
disorders, said Giovannucci.
The colon cancer conclusions are based on a Harvard School of
Public Health study of 47,935 men and a Brigham and Women's study
of 118,334 women. Both studies used questionnaires to determine the
smoking history of the participants and then related that to the rate
of colon-rectal cancer in the groups.
Giovannucci said the studies showed a direct relationship between
the amount of smoking, measured in "pack years," and the development of cancer. He said a pack year is equivalent to smoking one
pack of cigarettes a day for one year. Thus, a person who smokes two
packs a day can accumulate 20 pack years in just a decade.
In the men's study, 35- to 39-pack year smokers were almost 1
times as likely to develop cancer of the colon or rectum as those who
never smoked.
Similar results were found in the women's study, with the risk doubling for women with a smoking history of 45 pack years or more.
Some earlier studies failed to find a relationship between colonrectal cancer and cigarette smoking and Giovannucci said this may
have been because it can take 35 years for the effects of smoking to
result in this type of cancer.

by Linda Deutsch
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - The Menendez brothers' murder trial spotlighted starkly contrasting styles
of two defense lawyers who defied all odds when they won deadlocks in the notorious parent
murder case.
Leslie Abramson, selfdescribed courtroom "warrior,"
flamboyant and outspoken, and
Jill Lansing, a cool, unemotional
tactician, say they will team
again in the second trial of Erik
and Lyle Menendez - if the court
appoints them.
Abramson, who often infuriated prosecutors and the judge
with her abrasive style in her defense of Erik, said she's not about
to tone down her attacks when
the battle resumes.
"I see myself as a warrior,"
Abramson said. "I'm going to
keep slugging away."
They have asked Superior
Court Judge Stanley Weisberg to
appoint them at taxpayer expense, asserting the oncewealthy brothers are now indigent. They say defense lawyers
rarely make money on murder
cases anyway.
Giovannucci said that the biological changes that lead to disease
"I'll never get rich doing this,"
may be set early in smoking history, but not show up as cancer for Abramson said. "Rich people
three decades or more.
don't kill each other enough for a
lawyer to get rich doing murder
cases."
Lansing stated her position
with characteristically less
drama
AND
"I'm not looking to this to be
my entry into the big money,
high-power cases," she said. "I'm
• NOW RENTING'
not trying to build a law practice."
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
campus Summer 1994 and school year 1994-1995.

CIIARLESTOWN APTS.

t♦

MID AM MANOR

♦
♦

♦

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water included, air conditioning

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦64i Third st. Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-4380*

Besides, she added, "this will
always be perceived as Leslie's
case. ... My personality In a
courtroom is less of a factor than

for first-degree murder and seek
the death penalty in the Aug. 20,
1989, slayings.
The trial prosecutors, Pamela

"I'm not looking to this to be my entry into
the big money, high-power cases. I'm not
trying to build a law practice."
Jill Lansing, defense lawyer for Lyle Menendez

"I'll never get rich doing this. Rich people
don't kill each other-enough for a lawyer to
get rich doing murder cases."
Leslie Abramson, defense lawyer for Erik Menendez
Leslie's. When Lyle testified, it
was Lyle the jury heard."
They deny they staged their
contrasting roles for dramatic
effect.
"We didn't play bad guy, good
guy," Abramson said. "I'm just a
bad guy and Jill is a good guy. We
didn't calculate half as much as
the world thinks."
Abramson, 50, was the courtroom firebrand, and those who
watched her on TV loved her or
hated her.
Some jurors later called her
'the pit bull" and said they would
hire her if they got in trouble.
Lansing, 47, was described by
some jurors as "a classy lady" or
"very cool."
Nearly five years after they
shot Jose and Kitty Menendez to
death in the family's Beverly
Hills mansion, Erik, 23, and Lyle,
26, remain jailed without bail.
District Attorney Gil Garcetti
said he will prosecute them again

Bozanich for Lyle and Lester
Kuriyama for Erik, have not said
whether they will stay with the
case.
After the deadlocks, Abramson
did something unusual: She invited those on her jury who saw
things her way to have dinner at
her home.
The jurors stayed for seven
hours and wound up talking by
phone with Erik. They also gave
Abramson insights to use in the
next trial.
Lansing, in contrast, had little
contact with her jurors immediately after the trial.
The two lawyers acknowledge
they owe a lot to the progress
women have made in the legal
profession.
And their high visibility advocacy has produced a barrage of
letters from young women seeking to emulate them.
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Julie Can

Stacy Randall
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Management Inc.
Need to take your laundry home to
Mom? 1048 N. Main St. Aprs are
nice size, 1 bdrm., unfurnished,
$300/mo. w/12 mo. lease.
Laundry facilities on premises.

M:«ii;igeinrul Inc.
(419)353-5800
Stop in our office located at 1045 N.
Main St. for a complete list of opts, we
have available.
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Tracey Weinberger

"President: Laura Schmidt
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WASHINGTON -- The
videotape shows one congressman facing forward
and another congressman
looking at a woman behind
them.
"She has big breasts,"
says Rep. Martin Hoke,
R-Ohio.
The other congressman Rep. Eric Flngerhut, D-Ohio, says nothing. His smile
freezes in place and he
shakes his head.
"We're probably live,"
Hoke says.
"That comment has just
been broadcast to the entire
city of Cleveland," Fingerhut replies.
They were not on the air
then, but Cleveland and
plenty of other cities know
about the comment now.
The episode was captured
on camera and an account
of the exchange showed up
in 7he Washington Post on
Tuesday.
Hoke apologized to the
woman the camera caught
him looking at and said he
was "mortified" when he
learned Monday afternoon
that Flngerhut wasn't the
only one who had heard the
remark.
Hoke said he immediately called the woman,
Conus Communications
producer Lisa Dwyer, then
followed it up with a written apology.
"I apologized to her for
having embarrassed her
and causing her unhappiness," Hoke said. "I told her
very sincerely that I felt
terrible and hoped that she
would accept my apology.
"This was an incredibly
dumb thing to do, incredibly dumb thing to say. If I
haven't learned a lesson I
deserve to be smacked on
the head by a two-by-four.
"I am truly embarrassed
as a representative and a
father," he said. "I regret
it."
Hoke, who is divorced,
has two children.
The episode happened
last week. A Conus crew
had fitted Hoke and Flngerhut with microphones to
get their reaction to the
State of the Union speech
Dwyer said she didn't
overhear Hoke's comment,
but when she saw it on tape
later, "I was disgusted."
Fingerhut said he was
uncomfortable with the entire exchange. "It was
clearly an inappropriate
comment," he said.
Hoke, 41, and Fingerhut,
34, both are freshmen.

T!Hl Mil Announces its 1994
'Executive & Cabinet "Members:

Jessica Shankle

Heather Hoy

KKI'

by Katharine Rlzzo
The Associated Press

Holly Sewell

Kim Dewill
Jennifer Friedman

University I nion
Mon - 'I'liurs 8:00 .-I.III.- 1:15 |i.m.
372-2962

KKI"

Congratulations to
Kappa Kappa Gamma's
New Initiates

CLOTHING
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KKP
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all utiT included except elec. 9 1 /2
or 12 Mo. loose Skirts at $300/mo.
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Application for

Hollis A. Moore Memorial
Scholarship
Deadline: Tuesday, March 1,1994
The Hollis A. Moore Memorial Scholarship was established to recognize students who contribute to
Bowling Green State University through participation and leadership in University Community activities.

The award will be in the amount of $500.
The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior, maintain a 3.0 G.P.A., demonstrate active participation in
University organizations and be available for a personal interview with the selection committee.

The application must be submitted to the University Relations Office, Mileti Alumni Center
by Tuesday, March 1,1994.
Applications are available in the University Relations Office.

Cabinet Members
Assistant Social: Andrea Cook.
Community Service: AIL "Lngel
"Historian: Cissy Amato
Jr. 'Panful and Organizational %t p.: T^liy Monarty
Assistant "Pudge "Educator: Jen "Boczek.
'PUDUC Rations/Agiaia: Susan Jerri
"Philanthropy: Stacy "Bariock.
Spirit/Activities Chairman: Wanda 'Hampton
Kjluai; Jenn "Detail
Cabinet Secntary/3eta/*Parenu 'Weekend: "Paula "Waltman
Alumni: Mary "Bolin
Assistant Treasurer: Susan Tfrrte
tyM^Awartntss: Lisa Coder
Assistant Scholarship: Julu CoChat
Assistant %ush: "Margaret Centred
Reference Chairman: Susan Jerri
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Falcons defend their position
Upstart Eagles bid for second
by Mike Kazlmore
assistant sports editor

The BC Newi/Kriilin Lu Swell

Falcon guard Jay Larranaga keeps the ball away from Akron's Trim Jenkins during Ihe Falcons'70-57
win last Saturday. Tonight the Falcons will try to keep second place away from Eastern Michigan.

After facing the cellar-dwellers of the Mid-American Conference last week, the men's basketball team will go up against a
team that is hot on its trail for the
second place
spot in the
league.
The Eagles of
Eastern Michigan, fresh off
of a 74-60
thrashing of
Central Michigan, will fly
into Anderson
Arena
Wednesday night to battle BG at
8 p.m.
The Falcons, also coming off an
impressive victory, enter the
contest with an 11-5 overall record, and a 6-2 slate against MAC
opponents.
Eastern, looking to pull into a
tie for second with BG, currently
stands at 10-6,5-3.
BG head coach Jim Larranaga
said that BG's and EMU's positions in the standings aren't a
major concern to his squad.
"What position you're in now is
really irrelevant because two
weeks from now things could be
totally different," Larranaga
said. "The real key is to play well
and not pay attention to what the
other teams are doing."
One of the main reasons that
the Eagles have soared out to
such a strong start is Kareem
Carpenter.

Carpenter, a transfer student
from Idaho State, has burst onto
the MAC scene by averaging
nearly 18 points and pulling in
over eight rebounds per contest.
Falcon forwards Floyd Miller
and James Cerisier will draw the
task of trying to shut down the
powerful Carpenter.
"He (Carpenter) plays the
power forward position so Floyd
and James will be assigned to
him," Larranaga said. "They're
both very good defenders and
will make him work hard for his
points and rebounds."
Unfortunately for Larranaga,
Carpenter is only one of many
offensive weapons that the Eagles posses. Guards Ellory Morgan, James Reed and Brian Tolbcrt complement Carpenter's
fine inside play with a potent per
imeter attack. Together the thruhave combined to knock down 69
three-point bombs.
"They have a lot of players who
can score, so you really can't
focus on just shutting down one

guy," Larranaga said.
Another key for BG entering
this game will be to shut down
Eastern's dangerous uptempo
playing style. The Eagles are
currently averaging 80 points
per contest, good for second
place in the league.
"I think that there will be a lot
of pressure on our transition defense," Larranaga said. "We'll
definitely have to control the defensive boards in order to prevent them from playing at the
tempo that they want to play at."
If anyone can shut down the
Eagles' high-flying offense it
might be BG's defense. The Falcons are currently the stingiest
team in the MAC when it comes
to giving up points,allowing just
over 63 points per game.
"We put a great deal of empha
sis on our half-court defense,"
Larranaga said. "We take a great
deal of pride in the fact that we're the number one team in the
MAC in terms of giving up the
least amount of points."

Bowling Green vs. Easterr Michigan
Mid-American Conference Rankings
Men's Basketball
Falcons
Scoring:
70.4 (7)
Scoring Margin:
+6.7 (3)
FG%:
47.2% (3)
3-Pt. FG%:
33.5% (8)
FT%:
68.1% (3)
Pts. Allowed:
63.7(1)
FG% Defense:
42.9% (4)
Reb. Margin:
+3.8 (3)

Eagles
80.0 (2)
+5.6 (4)
47.1% (4)
38.4% (4)
63.0% (9)
74.4 (10)
43.8% (6)
+2.9(4)

HOOP,
THERE
IT
IS
With a name like hers, Sharleen
Hooper had her future spelled out
You couldn't ask for a better
name.
Sharleen Hooper's teammates and friends call her
"Hoop", while strangers ask
her if she changed her name to
coincide with what she does
best - shoot hoops.
Hooper has come a long way
to capture a spot on the BG
women's basketball team. The
5-foot-6 point guard from South
Bend, Ind. embodies the classic
story of hard work and perseverance.
Hooper, who has kept her
father's last name, was raised
in a single-parent home. She
was brought up by her mother,
Shirley Hooper and helped
rear her six-year-old brother,
Robert.
The game of basketball has
been a part of her life since her
early grade school years.
"I remember back in the
third grade I couldn't play on
the school team because you
had to be in the fourth grade to
make the team," Hooper said.
"I had to wait a year before I
could officially be on the junior
varsity team."
Her impatience impressed
her sixth grade coach and
teacher, Mr. Smith. Hooper
said that Smith was her
strongest influence as far as
basketball was concerned.
"He [Smith] always saw
things in me that I could not
see at the time. I could barely
hit the rim and he always
helped me and told me to keep
trying - keep trying," Hooper
said.
Hooper went on to fill the
starting guard spot at both
Clay Middle School and Clay
High School. Her superior abil-

ities began to shine and made
her stand out above others. As
a freshman in high school,
Hooper swung from playing
guard on both the junior varsity and varsity squads.
In her senior year, Hooper
averaged 17 points a game and
led Clay to a 16-5 season.
Hooper was not only a bas-

Marty Fuller
News sports writer
ketball player, but an excellent
athlete. She earned two letters
in volleyball, three in basketball and four in track while attending Clay.
BG head coach Jaci Clark
will be the first person to confirm that the strength of
Hooper's game is her athleticism and quickness.
"When she gets in the open
court she brings a smile to the
faces of everyone on our
bench. The only people with
their heads down are her opponents, who are trying to chase
her," Clark said.
As her high school years
were expiring, Hooper decided
she had to buckle down and get
to work on the court and in the
classroom. She knew her
mother would not be able to afford to send her to college, so
she was determined to make it
some way.
"I knew I had to get a scholarship, whether it was for my
grades or for my work on the
court," Hooper said. "My
mother was my biggest inspiration, she always told me to be
the best I possibly can."

Hooper decided to attend
Lake Michigan Junior College
because she wanted to go to a
small school close to home.
In her second and final year
at Lake Michigan, Hooper
averaged 14.6 points, 6.3 rebounds, 4.2 assists and 3.5 steal
a game. She also helped her
team advance to the regional
championship game of the Division I national junior college
tournament. It was during this
season that Hooper was discovered by BG assistant coach
Ellen McGrew.
McGrew happened to be at a
junior college tournament in IIlinios in which Hooper was
playing. McGrew and Clark
discussed Hooper's skills and
decided she would fit nicely
into BG's program.
Hooper had never even
heard of BG before but, as time
would tell, she would achieve
some of her goals here.
"I was recruited by other
schools but I liked BG because
of the players and coaches.
Hooper, who is now a
20-year-old junior, did not stop
her efforts here though - she
kept pushing herself.
"Like my mom told me to, I
always wanted to do better. If I
got a B on a test I would be upset with myself," Hooper said.
Early in the Falcons' season,
when Lori Albers went down
with a knee injury. Hooper was
awarded a starting position.
"Sharleen is a hard worker
and a very pleasant person. She
has a very warm smile and is
very easy going," Clark said.
"She didn't need to adjust when
she came to BG, everyone
See HOOPER, page page eleven.

The BC. Nrwiflto.. Wclttncr

BG's Sharleen Hooper drives to the basket In the Falcons' victory over Ohio University earlier this

Sports
page ten
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Skins to appoint Women's hoops rolls on
Turner as coach Lady Falcons still trail Toledo in MAC standings
by Matt Yincey
The Associated Press
ASHBURN, Va. - The Washington Redskins turned to an old
nemesis Tuesday, reaching into
the staff of the Dallas Cowboys
for offensive coordinator Norv
Turner to rescue their free fall
from Super Bowl stardom just
two years ago.
Two days after helping guide
the Cowboys to their second
straight Super Bowl title, Turner
met with Redskins owner Jack
Kent Cooke about succeeding Richie Petitbon as Washington's
new coach.
Neither the Redskins nor
Turner would say the deal was
set, but Cooke was all smiles
after the meeting and there was
every indication Turner was set
to come aboard.
"Things are going good,"
Turner said before touring what
would be his new office at the
team's practice facility.
The Redskins, who have spoken with no one other than Turner about the coaching job, tentatively planned a news conference
for Wednesday to announce a
new coach
The hiring would come nearly
a month after the 81-year-old billionaire owner fired Petitbon
after his team finished its worst
season in three decades with a
4-12 record. Petitbon lasted only
10 months as head coach after being the team's defensive coordinator for more than a decade.
When asked a day earlier in

Dallas if becoming Washington's
new coach was a done deal.
Turner said, "I guess it might be
.... I'm ready to go."
The Redskins and Turner had
hoped to wrap up the transition
four weeks ago during the Cowboys' break between the regular
season and the playoffs. And
most of the contract details were
negotiated before NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue stepped in
and invoked a league rule that
prevents job interviews with
coaching candidates until after
their last game of the season.
"Norv had a window of about
two or three days and they had
about a day and a half of communications before the league
called," Cowboys owner Jerry
Jones said last week. "There's a
$500,000 fine, so it's not in the
best interest of either side to talk
about it."
But even well before then,
Cooke had looked upon Turner as
the only candidate who could return his team to the glory it enjoyed throughout the 1980s under
Joe Gibbs. The Redskins began
background checks on the
41-year-old offensive coordinator in December and never
approached any other possible
candidate.
The deeper they looked the
more they found that Turner is
almost a clone of Gibbs, who
compiled a 140-65 record and
took the Redskins to four Super
Bowls his 12 years as coach before resigning last March.
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by Mark Leonard DeChant
sports editor
The women's basketball team
is developing what could be considered a frustrating habit.
Night after night, the Falcons
demolish their Mid-American
Conference opponents, only to
find themselves, week after
week, second in the MAC standings.

age (2nd-88.2)
(2nd-2.9).

Falcon head coach Jaci Clark
says her team concentrates only
on their own games, and not
those of the Rockets.
"I think our focus is on what
we need to get done," Clark said.
"We have some tough road
games coming up at Kent, and
Miami and Ohio, before we even
get to that place where it comes
down to the Toledo game."
BG enters that road stretch
Saturday at Kent, but the women
will tune up against Eastern
Michigan tonight at Anderson
Arena. Tip-off is at 5:45 p.m.
Eastern (1-14 overall, 0-8 conference) should not offer the Falcons much more than a 40-minute
scrimmage. The Eagles in the

steals

Scott has scored in double digits in all 16 games this season,
and the last 21 games dating back
to last season.

Lorl Albers started her first
game since returning from earlyDecember knee surgery against
Akron and responded with 19
points, 5 rebounds 2 assists and 4
steals.
It was her first start since the
Dec. 3 game against Oklahoma
State.
Albers needs two points to move
into the #5 spot on the career
scoring list ahead of Melissa
Chase.
Michelle Shade is working on
an impressive streak of 24 consecutive made free throws.
Shade is one of the reasons BG is
shooting 75.7 percent from the

Bowling Green vs. Eastern Michigan
Mid-American Conference Rankings
Women's Basketball
Falcons
Scoring:
Scoring Margin:
FG%:
3-Pt. FG%:
FT%:
Pts. Allowed:
FG% Defense:
Reb. Margin:

-0

78.8 (4)
+10.3 (3)
46.8% (1)
31.6% (5)
75.7% (1)
68.5 (5)
43.7% (9)
+1.1(4)

Eagles
58.6 (10)
-18.8 (10)
34.5% (10)
27.8% (7)
61.7% (8)
77.4 (9)
41.7% (4)
-7.6 (9)

TIME IS
RUNNING
OUT
GET TO

The BG Newt/KrUtea Lea Sweet
Michelle Shade releases a jump shot in the Falcons' 91-59 win over
Akron. The womens' team puts Its seven-game win streak on the line
tonight against Eastern Michigan.

w

*\
t #
^Sr M in* Mall ^J»\
5 Small Building «J*
Frontierllouslng
Houses
Fox Run
Haven House
Manor |
Piedmont
Blrchwood Place
Rental Office - 352-937
Located in the Cherrywood Health Spa

Applications available for the

DELBERT L. LATTA SCHOLARSHIP
The Delbert L. Latta Scholarship was created upon the 1988 retirement of Delbert Latta
from the U.S. Congress, where he had served as Ohio's Fifth District Representative for 30
years. He also served three terms In the Ohio Senate.
Up to two $1,000 scholarships (one to incoming freshman, one to continuing student
who have a minimum of two more semesters of study to complete before graduation) will be
awarded to law-abiding students who possess a minimum GPA of 3.0 and exhibit involement
In campus and/or community organizations. ANT MAJOR IS ELIGIBLE.
Application must reside in the geographic areas represented by Delbert Latta during his
years in public service: the counties. Defiance. Erie, Fulton, Hancock, Henry, Ottawa.
Pauldlng. Putnam, Sandusky, Seneca, Van Wert. Williams, and Wood: also the townships of
Lyme. Norwich. Richmond. Sherman and Bellevue City (Huron County). Harding. Jerusalem.
Monclova, Oregon, Providence, Springfield, and Swanton (Lucas County).
Applications are available at the Mileti Alumni Center.
DEADLINE MARCH 7, 1994

/1
/^

♦Across from Campus
♦2 Bdrm Furnished
♦Extra Storage
♦Plenty of parking

STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING M-TH 8-6, FRI 8-5, SAT 9-5

^..j..{.^..j..j..j.«|.«I««j».|»«j,4"l*,t,,l,*l,,J**t**!,*J,*t**5,^"l,4t,*t"t,^»4*^

and

BG lost its first MAC game to
Toledo January 6, and has since
won seven consecutive league
All 12 players saw action in
contests. That one defeat,
however, has kept the Falcons a both games last week, with no
player seeing less than eight
half-game behind the Rockets.
minutes of action. Ten players in
BG's record stands at 13-3 both games found the scoresheet.
overall, 7-1 in conference action.
Toledo is a perfect 8-0 in the loop.

•f» *% 4% •>$• • J» «Jt> •J» •>$«> •{* *|» *|f •$• *J* *$• *|» *|* *J* *$• •$• «$»> «|# «|» *J» «J» • J» *$*> • J» «J* *J» «|» «J» «f•

± FOR THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE
Valentines Cards, Candy,
CreataCard, Gifts & Clothing
at the University Bookstore

MAC rank last or next-to-last in charity stripe this season.
scoring, field goal percentage,
defense and rebound margin.
Talita Scott continues to play
Clark expects EMU to put up a as well as anyone in the MAC.
noble fight, however.
She ranks among league leaders
"I think they're going to zone in scoring (3rd-17.6), FG perus a little bit, and I think they're centage (4th-S3.4), FT percentgoing to concentrate on their defensive transition," she said.
"But I still think that we have a
lot of depth and a lot of talent and
that's going to take its toll."
Depth has certainly been a key
for the Falcons lately, as Clark
has been spreading the wealth of
minutes generously.

lOnlals

:t2K S. >liiin
Our Onl> Office

352 - .»«20

Bowling Green State University I
WINTER GARAGE SALE
WHEN:
WHERE:

TUESDAY FEB. 15,1994
NOON• 5PM
Old Art Annex at East Reed Street

(North End)
Hems for sale include: Four Macintosh Plus Computers, with keyboard,
external drive ond 4mg memory - $325.00 ea. One Macintosh SE
computer, with keyboard, 4 mg memory and ImageWr'rter II printer $500.00. Several IBM PC's with keyboards, dual 360 K floppy drives &
parallel ports. A few have game ond serial ports. Prices from $225 to
$300, depending on RAM. lOmg and 15mg hard disk drives without
MFM controltards, assorted sizes of monochrome monitors, various other
computer related items including ImageWriter printers I and II. Also:
assorted couches, chairs, end tables, dressers, student room desks,
canned and boxed food products, and misc. household cleaning items.
ALL ITEMS SOLD AS IS, WHERE IS, WITH NO WARRANTIES, GUARANTEES
IMPLIED OR EXPRESSED EITHER VERBALLY OR IN WRITING ALL SALES ARE
FINAL - NO REFUNDS. BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR REMOVAL OF ITEM
THE DAY OF SAIL THE UNIVERSITY DOES NOT PROVIDE A DELIVERY
SERVICE. CASH, CHECK, OR UNIVERSITY EMPLOYEE CHARGE ONLY. NOTE:
UNIVERSITY EMPLOYEES WHO WISH TO CHARGE MUST CONTACT THE
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT PRIOR TO THE SALE AND OBTAIN
AN AUTHORIZATION TO CHARGE FORM.
Further information may bt obtained by contacting
Inventory Monooemenl at 372 - 2121
9 - Noon and I •3
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Basketball Picks
Hourt:
Non. - Thun. 8 - 6
Frl.
8-5
Sat.
9-5
Sun.
Cloud

Phone:372-2851

University Bookstore

m

Student Services Buildinq
Name: _

Address:
Phone:

m
Mark

Mike

Glen

DeCliaM

Kazintore

Lubbert

Last week: 7-4

Last week: 5-6

Overall: 7-4

Overall: 5-6

Last week: 4-7
Overall: 4-7

Bowling Green
Ball State
Miami
Western Michigan
Toledo

Bowling Green
Ball State
Miami
Western Michigan
Eastern Michigan

Bowling Green
Ball State
Ohio

Indiana
Michigan
Minnesota
Wisconsin

Indiana
Michigan
Minnesota
Wisconsin

Indiana
Michigan
Minnesota
Wisconsin

Purdue

Purdue

Purdue

Western Mich.
Toledo

Big Ten
February 5
Indiana at Pcnn State
Michigan at Michigan State
Northwestern at Minnesota
Wisconsin at Ohio State
February 6
Purdue at Iowa

When it comes down to it,
through the early part of the
compklcd his sophomore camhockey really is a simple game.
season, York moved him to
paign.
All the good teams do is score
center in an attempt to maximize
Unfortunately, Holzinger's
more goals than the bad teams
his creativity and playmakinn
season thus far lias been somedo, plain and simple.
ability.
what of a disappointment, as he'll
When a hockey team is strugFry has since developed into
be the first to admit. Through 24
gling, it's because of one of two
one of the Falcons' top offensive
games, he lias scored 21 points possible reasons. One, the team is threats.
which is still good enough for a
allowing more goals than it's
tied position as the team leader
scoring, or two, the team is scoralong wit h Jeff Wells.
ing less goals than it's allowing.
I towever, many expected more
Yes, there is a difference.
out of him following a 57-point
So which of the above is the
season last year.
Falcons' problem, you ask? After
What the numbers don't show
all, they have lost six of their last
is how many scoring opportuniseven games and nine of their
ties he has created. That number
last 12.
would be at least on par to match
The answer is simple - BG is
last year's, for his game is as
scoring less goals than it is allowsliarp as it has been at any time
ing. In fact, they are barely scorsince his arrival.
ing any goals at all.
The difference is that this year
In their last six contests, the
his shots are hitting the post, or
Falcons have scored one goal on
bouncing away from the net infour occasions, and were shutout
However, moving players
stead of in it - basically doing
on another. With that kind of goal often fails as well. Sean Pronger
everything but lighting the lamp.
production, they'd be lucky to
was BG's top scorer at the same
Most everyone who has seen
compete with Emilio Estevez's
time Fry was struggling. York
him play over the past three
Mighty Ducks.
ended up moving Pronger to left
years will tell you the numbers
Identifying the problem is
wing as part of his changes, and
don't represent the caliber of
easy, fixing it a bit more diffiPronger soon found himself in
play.
cult. Falcon coach Jerry York's
the midst of his own slump.
This being the case, does it
favorite attempt at a slumpAll of this brings me to coach
make sense to move him to the
breaker is to juggle his lines beYork's newest innovation - mov- wing? Surely, he will be more retween games. Sometimes - a la
ing Brian Holzinger to right
stricted to a lane which will hamDetroit Red Wings coach Scotty
wing.
per his playmaking ability.
Bowman - York shuffles his
Holzinger is the Falcons' go-to
Since luck pays no attention to
lines during games.
guy, the opposing goalie's
position, it would seem that this
Apparently, York feels a
biggest fear, the guy whom ;he
move could do more to prolong
'change of scenery' on the ice can opposing coach doesn't want to
the slump than end it, as it did
help his players refind a lost
beat his team.
with Pronger.
scoring touch.
I Iolzinger was a preseason AilLet's hope it's just temporary.
Sometimes it works, as it did
American.
for Curtis Fry. Fry - a natural
He's the Falcons' Hobey Baker
Brian Mart is considering a
center, as many of the players at
Award candi date and was apmove to sports radio, but is afraid
this level are - started the season pointed as one of the team's tri- the switch may bring about a
at right wing. After struggling
captains. All this after having
slump.

Brian
Mart

Mid-American Conference
Kebruary 5
Bowling Green ai Kent
Central Michigan at Ball Stale
Ohio at Miami
Western Michigan at Akron
Eastern Michigan at Toledo

Hockey line changes,
problem or solution?

SPORTS
BRIEFS

How to win:
Circle your picks on the left-hand side and then turn in the contest form to
The BG News, 210 West Hall. The entry with the most correct picks will
win a prize that will vary from week to week. In case of ties, a winner will be
drawn by a member of The BG News. All entries must be submitted by 5
p.m. on the Friday before the games.
Last weeks winner was Stuart Rhea who went 7-4 losing two Big Ten
selections and two Mid-American Conference selections.

HOOPER
Continued from page page nine.

knew she would fit right in."
And fit In she did. Between

Hooper and teammate Susie
Cassell, the BG guard tandem
is giving the team 14 points and
six rebounds a game as well as

Sharleen Hooper
G
5-6 Jr. South Bend, IN
High School: Clay
Parents: Pompey Hooper and
Shirley Hooper
Born: March 19,1973
Academic Major: Sport
Management

providing important assists
and steals.
Hooper will enjoy her last
season of basketball next year
and will probably never play
again, with the exception of
pick up games.
Hooper beat the odds and has
fulfilled many of her personal
goals. Her name says a lot
about her, but if she ever does
decide to change it she should
seriously consider Sharleen
"Trooper," because of her determination and relentless selfimprovement.

Michigan tops Purdue
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. - Ju wan Howard put back an
offensive rebound with 21.1 seconds left and Purdue missed
three shots in the final seconds as
the l.'ith-ranked Wolverines
overcame an 11-point deficit to
defeat the Boilermakers 63-62
Tuesday night.
The Wolverines (14-4,6-2 Big
Ten) overcame a 36-point performance by Glenn Robinson to
win a battle for first place in the
Big Ten.
Purdue (17-3,5-3) took its
biggest lead of the night at 53-42
on a jumper by Robinson with
8:31 to play. But poor free throw
shooting cost Purdue dearly
down the stretch as the Boilermakers missed 10 of 15 in the
second half. Purdue was only
8-of-20 for the game.

HONOLULU -- Green Bay
Packers quarterback Brett Favre, San Francisco49ers running
back Ricky Watters and Philadelphia Eagles linebacker Seth
Joyner were added to the NFC
squad for Saturday's Pro Bowl.
Favre will replace the New
York Giants' Phil Simms, who has
a shoulder injury. Watters takes
the place of Detroit Lions runner
Barry Sanders, who is nursing a
knee injury.
Joyner was named by coach
George Seifert as the NFC's
"need" player, a defensive end or
linebacker deemed by the head
coach as a necessary player to
the team.

Howard had 17 points as Michigan opened a half-game lead
over Indiana, which can move
back into a tie by defeating Ohio
State on Wednesday.
Dugan Fife, who scored eight
of his 12 points down the stretch,
ignited Michigan's comeback
witha3-pointer.

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. - New Jersey rookie P.J. Brown
hit two free throws with 19.2 seconds left and the Seattle SuperSonics botched a final shot Tuesday night in a 104-103 loss to the
Nets.
Brown gave New Jersey the
lead after being fouled inside by

The Pet Place

The Pet Place

The Pet Place
Bring it, Wear it. Carry it!
Anything with BGSU means,

10% Off
any purchase
Fresh water/Salt water fish. Reptiles, Small Animals. Birds
and a large selection of supplies for all pets.
DELIVERIES AVAILABLE

1002 S. Main St.
The Pet Place

Exp.: June a 2001
The Pet Place

352-2882
The Pet Place

Payton, who eventually passed to'
Ricky Pierce.
Pierce, however, bounced the
ball off his foot near the top of the
circle and had to throw up a hook
shot from halfcourt that went out
of bounds.
Kenny Anderson led New Jersey with 26 points.

The Age of Rubens
FtBRlIARV 1

Al'RIL 24

Nets upset Sonics

Here's a special idea lor Iwo!

\// Extraordinary
Exhibition
lilriiinr exhibition, *
«>i-_;.iin/<(l l>\ Boston's

0(pses are 1(gd
Vwkts art fBlue

\|IIM

;

;

S£"

inn ul line \i Is.

!_'.'> |Kiiiiiitig>

WITII Tl IIS COUPON, try any % '
LARGE SPECIALTY PIZZA
PftWifft
for (he pricr of the medi-jm specially.
L J
l-XIMKES 2/28/94
Inside ONLY. No other discount* available
440 E ASr COURT 352-9638

The Toledo
Museum of Art
(S(H)l ,*74-(»(i(i7«S«*ro

ex ox

Hooper's Statistics
Year Cms Pis Avg Reb Avg
93-94 16 94 5.9 52 3.3
The Pet Place

Farve, Watters, Joyner Shawn Kemp, and the Nets gave a
foul with 10.3 seconds to play. Senamed to Pro Bowl
attle inbounded the ball to Gary

©x

ox

ox

ex

ox ox

ox

RUSH THETA CHI
PERFECT OPPORTUNITY
MAKING THE PERFECT PIZZA.
If you are 18 years or older and are looking for a
future, Papa John's® needs Assistant Managers and
Shift Leaders now.
•Upbeat environment
•Management opportunities
•A chance to be part of one of America's fastestgrowing delivery and carryout pizza companies
•More than a job, a future*.

Stop in a 1826 S. Main (Next to Big Lots)
«*
9M^~f n.fy~r RpyJ

<

X
Join a Winning Tradition . . .
The Brothers of Theta Chi are holding
open rush on
Wed., Feb 2nd at the Theta Chi house
from 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. Any questions call
George at 352-1883.

ox ox

ox

ox

ox

ox

ox ox

ox
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CAMPUS EVENTS

Thurs. 7.30 PM TAFT ROOM
Tarn sen Burke Univ. ol Toledo
Coordnator ol IM A Sport Clubs
SPRING SEMESTER KICK-OFF PARTY
"FOLLOWING MEETING'
Alt SMD majors welcome!

(ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS"
The Oh«o Student Education Association will
be holding its Spring Membership Drive on
Jan 31-Feb. 4 from 10-4 on the isl floor ol the
Education Bldg. Come jc-n us m our guest to
become better educators!

Pick up Applications Jan .31 si - Feb. 9th
Deadline of Feb. nth by 3:00p.m.I
Congrats to Lori A Michelle on a Great Game
Sat. You are BG's own "Concrete Blondes"

Young Executives Club Info Night
WED FEB 2 at 7:30pm inli3BA
Learn about our spnng trip to Chicago.

•" Environmental Acton Group *'
Your world My world Our only world' Our children's only world1 Before another day goes by.
take action 10 help protect the only home we
will ever have. Come tor»ght to room 1003 BA
at 900 pm. Learn what you can do 'or not only
yourself, but your children and their children.
Just Be There!!

Come one, come alll
Become aCampua Tour Guida!
Appi cations are now available m the office ot
Admissions, McF all Center. Make the most of
your experience at BGS.U. by persuading
prospective students to attend our campus

DON'T MISS THE MOST
IMPORTANT DATE YOU
COULD EVER HAVE.
CREATIVE DATING
IS COMING...

LOST & FOUND
Lost ■ Men's black Isoloner gloves
on Monday m BA. If found, please
call 353 0127

"" AMBASSADOR MEETING "**
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 2
t P.M. MILETI ALUMNI CENTER
■"• AMBASSADOR MEETING ""

FEBRUARY8TH
COULD BE THE MOST
IMPORTANT DAY IN YOUR LIFE.
CREATIVE DATING IS
COMING!

SERVICES OFFERED

Are you having trouble recruiting members lor
you' organization? We can help1 Come to our
"Recruiting New Members Workshop" which
will be hetd on Wednesday. February 2. -994
at 7:00 pm in the Alumni Room ol the Union.
This workshop is free to all and is sponsced by
SAO ond SOLD
For reservations, call
3722643

Freddie Falcon did ill
SIC SIC Members did HI
Homecoming King & Queen Candidates
have done it I
Whydon'tyouDOIT!

Astrology Se*vicos
20yrs experience Class begins Feb 3

353-5506
PREGNANT?
We can help FREE & CONFIDENTIAL prognancy lesls. support ft information BG Pregnancy Center Call 354-HOPE

B.G.S.U. BLOOOMOBILE
IS COMING!!
Feb. 7-11th(Mon.-Fn.)
10:30 am - 4:30 pm each day
N.E. Commons
(your one pint of Wood could save 4 lives)
Please. Give B:ood a"d
Give the Gift of Life11
If you have any questions, pease call

Will do typing
$1 25/pago
Call Vicki 352-3356

Become an Office of Admissions Campua
Tour Guide.
Jo<n the list of those distinguished members of
one of the Nations Top Tour Guide Programs
on College Campuses
Applications available in McFall Center
Jan.3isi-Feb.9th
Deadline ol Feb 11 in py 3 00 p ml
FREE TUTORING

1

»1 Awesome Spring Break! Panama City 8
Days Ocoanviow Room With Kitchen Si 191
Walk To Best Bars' Includes Free Discount
Card - Save $50 On Cover Charges!
1-8O0-678-6386

Check out after inventory sa'e items
WITH COLLEGIATE CONNECTION
531 Ridge St
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

»1 Awesome Spring Break' Best Trips ft
Pnces' Bahamas Party Cruise 6 Days $279'
Includes 12 Meals ft 6 Free Parties! Panama
City Room With Kitchen 8 Days $1191 Cancun
ft Jamaica With Air From Columbus 8 Days
From (4691 Daytona $1491 Key West $249'
Cocoa Beach $i 59' 1 -800-678-6386.

CHOICE
Preserve your right to have one
Women's ■Reproductive Rights Organization
meets the first Wednesday of each month
at 9 00 pm as the UCl" Center

>l Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! 6 Days $279' Trip Includes Cruise ft
Room, 12 Meals ft 6 Free Parties' Hurry) This
Will Sell Out' 1-800-678 6386.

COLLEGIATE 4-H RAFFLE
TONIGHT!!!
8:00pm ■• 110 BA Bldg.
Member* era reminded to bring all
their tickets (whether sold or not)
and *_h* money they've collected.

'Alpha Civ Omega'
Congratulates to Jen Malhe, Tncia Savarese
and Jon Gagel on being initiated into Ormcron
Delta Kappa. We are all very proud of you'
* Alpha Chi Omega * Alpha Chi Omega '

§* Dance tor Heart
Rec Center will have a da nee-exercise
' event to benefit the AHA
9:30 - noon
Saturday. February i2th
$5 donation SRC members or collect
donations and win prizes'

• 0EE GEE ■ DEE GEE • DEE GEE •
Congratulations to Erlka Hoslasa
on receiving the Delta Gamma
Most Outstanding Pledge Award1
• DEE GEE • DEE GEE • DEE GEE •
• UAO " SPRING BREAK TRIP •
THE BEST DEAL
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLORIDA
HOLIDAY INN BEACH RESORT
$160 per person HOTEL ONLY
$256 per person HOTEL ft TRANSPORTATION
372-2343 lor Details

Don't want to bake on the beach
for Spring break?
Hit the Appalachian Trail instead!
General Info Meeting Feb 2
7-9 pm Tart Room
Call 2-2343 lor details
Sponsored Oy UAO

Do you need help wMhChemistry. Biology o>
Spanish? The residential services is offering
free tutonng sessions Sessons begin Feb
7th For more information, places and times
ca'l Todd al 2-2493 or Hich at 2-5932.
Hey ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA members:
1. Read the ALD ad in the "Help Wanted"
2 Respond to that ALP ad!
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: Men's Doubles
Racgueetbaii • Feb. 2. Coed Whitfleball - Feb.
16. All entries due in 130 field House on due
date by 4 00 pm
Joan Holmes
••"USG Cabinet""
USG coukl not have appointed a more dedicated & goal oriented person to cabinet than
you. You have always stnved for the best & I
am confident that you will continue to do so in
your National, State, & Community Affairs position. You are an asset to the organization. & I
am extremely proud of you.
Love.
Monica
JOBS • We know you want one. that's why the
Undorgraduate Alumni Association is sponsoring the Extern Experience. An opportunity to
spend a week with a BG Alum in your career
field1 Info and applications at the Mileb Alumni
Center, 371 BA. 360 Student Services.
LAST CHANCE TO BOOK' SPRING BREAK
SALE 1994ILOWEST GUARANTEED
PRICES TO JAMAICA. CANCUN. BAHAMAS.
S PADRE. FLAi ASK HOW TO TRAVEL
FREE^SUNSPLASHTOURS I 800 426-7710
LEARN TO RELATE
TO YOUR MATE!
CREATIVE DATING
IS COMING!

"SEVEN WEEKS TILL SPRING BREAK ••
WHERE ARE YOU GOING?
UAO HAS THE TRIP FOR YOU
LOOKING FOR MORE INFO

FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION
iMeetmg Tonighil
8 00 pm McFall Assembly Room
Refreshments after meeting
Everyone is invited to attend

"• Here Comes Spring Break '"
UAO HAS THE BEST DEAL AROUND
$160 per person HOTEL ONLY
$256 per person HOTEL ft TRANSPORTATION
Accomodations Provided By:
HOLIDAY INN BEACH RESORT
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL
BRING YOUR $100 DEPOSIT TO
SIGN UP IN UAO OFFICE, 3RD FLOOR
UNION
"■ 372-2343 lor Details "•

Friends of trie Deaf
Feb 2nd 9 00pm
Ed. Bldg 363
Silent Pizza following
HEY. COMMUTERS1
HEY, COMMUTERS!
Looking for someone to snare a ride to campus
with? Use the Calch-A-Rlde: Ca-pool Directory. Contact the Off-Campus Student Center •
r 372-2573

—STUDY IN EUROPE THIS SUMMER—
Build your resume Gain valuable e»p.
3 1/2 day wknds. lor travel (Swiss. Germ.)
Study Swks in France, 1 wk. in Belgium
Classes in Engl sh. Open to all majors
Sponsored by the College ol Business
Info Meeting Wed Feb. 9,9pm 116 BA
For more info call 372-8198

IPC CLUB MEETING!
THURSDAY, FEB. 3,101 BA
"MAKING FIRST IMPRESSIONS WORK
FOR YOU"
LAGA
Lesbian and Gay Alliance
Meetings even/ Thursday
8 30PMatUCF
Corner of Thurslm ft Ridge

CREATACARD

PEG JAZZ 11/111 DANCE CLASS
1 Credit -10 week course
will begin February 7
Call 372-6916 lor lurtnet miormai on

FOR YOUR VALENTINES
ATTHE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

CONVENIENCE

LOOKING TO ENHANCE
YOUR LOVE LIFE?
CREATIVE DATING
IS COMING SOON!
Loving couple with Chnstian values hopes to
adopt an infant to be the brother or sister to
their 2 yr. old adopted son. We will pay cost.
Call 1-708-397-11 l2(collect)
Lync.
Happy 2ist Birthday!!
You're the best Big evert
LITB
Lri'Jen
P.S. How many times did he call?
Mock Trial Team
Congratulations on your performance at
the Regional Competition this past weokendl
Charlie Apigian
Came Easterly
Kate Etdam
Matt Hoffman
Shauna Holton
Cfinsry Novmc
' Gregory Perryman
Barbara Roose
Carmen Tennant
Coaches: Robert Holmes A Dennis Lyle
Good Luck at National Competition'
* denotes Best Witness Award recipient
NAT'L STUDENT ADVERTISING COMPETITION
Design an ad campaign for KODAK
Research - Creative - Media - Design
NSAC INFORMATIONAL MEETING
Thursday. Feb 3 - 7:30 pm. 103 BA
Questions? Call Jenny at 353-4754

QUALITY
PRICE-

ONEDAYONLYI
ARTIST MARKET & PSYCHIC FAIR!
Sun. Feb. 6, 10-6:00, Hoi ley Lodge "E. Wooster". Many unique gifts made by local artists.
Wool sweaters horn Ecuador, Native American
artwork, drums, peace pipes, and coJIectablet.
Music, clothing, beads, jewelry, books, and
more. Great place to buy your sweetie a Vaientne'MUST SEE TO BELIEVE!

S'MART

Phi Mu * Phi Mu' Ph. Mu * Phi Mu
Good Luck this semester.
Keep up the good work'

DRY CLEANING and SHOE REPAIR
Located in your
Bowling Green WAL*MART
is where you'll find the one-stop
convenience, quality, and low prices
you've been looking for.

ORLANDO/WALT DISNEY WORLD

STEAMBOAT
VAIUBEAVER CREEK
BRECKENRIDOE/KEYSTONE

Suits & Pants

,J S'MART- S'MART I.
DRYCLEANING and SHOE REPAIR

J

Excludes RWail Htma
DRY CLEANING ONLY
ExpfflM 2/26AM
Ex&m 1V2.V94
|
■ Coupon must •ceompany mcommp, orOer g Coupon MM aocompeny tncorrwtg ordtfj

~Now that's S'MART!

fl'eTlme.
Time once again for us to unite.
Meeting - Wed. Feb. 2.9 p m
Mileti Alumm Center
SeeyouaiithereM

Minolta X700 35mm camera. Tokina 70-200
Lense. Tokina 70-70 Lense. Minolta Auto 25
Flash. Used very httte - $200 or best offer Call
354-2851 after 5:00 or leave a message
Woman's Guco Watch
For Sale for $200. paid $325
Call 353 6028.

FOR RENT
1 bdrm. quiet area, FREE heat, dose to City
park. Call Newfove Rentals. 352 5620, our only
office.
1 bedroom furnished apartment for sublease.
Available Immediately 352-5239
2nd Semester- Subleasing
Reasonable Rates • Close to Campus
Carty Rentals ■ 353-0325
316 E Morry Apartment S3
3 bedroom apartment.
Available immediately.
354-8600 * We do allow pets

When you
tease''
Expected
Campus shuttle, Free Heat, Fully carpeted
Laundry facilities. 24 Hour mamtanace
Wmthrop Terrace
352-9135
400 East Napoleon Rd
WINE 4 CHEESE TASTING
Sat. 1-5 with Or, Norm Chambers
Sam B's WINE SHOP & DELI
1068 N. Main St J354-7262
XO'Chi Omega "XO
Congratulations to Molly Geiger for being sister
of the week, last weekl
XO" Chi Omega'XO

WANTED

Female vocalist. Big Band Sound. You supply
the voice, we will tram. Call Jose at i -726-7234
FOR RENT
Male subleaser to move m ASAP
Own room, dose to campus
Call Mall 353-7310
Male or Female Roommate Wanted to share a
spacious 3 bedroom house. Must be an animal
lover. S220/mo. ♦ deposit. Includes utilities
and use of washer/dryer Available ASAP
Call 353 7669.
Roommate needed 'or summer Great apt.
Own Room. A/C Rent neg Call Krystie at
353 7002
Subleaser needed. 1 bdrm apt.3i8Conneaut
1 si month's rent neg $285/mo. Next to city
park. Ou«et Call Teresa 352-6831
Subleaser Neededl M or F to share apt. with 2
males. Own bdrm. and bath, approx. $205 per
mo. Call 352-8556.
Subleasers Needed Immediately.
1 or 2 male or female, for Sp. "94.
Call 3548102

HELP WANTED
$700/wk. canneries: $4500/mo. deckhands.
Alaska summer fisheries now hiring.
Employment Alaska i -206-323-2672.
""SPRING BREAK "94 "Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica. Florida & Padre!
110%Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15
friends and your trip is FREE'
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800)
328-7283
1994 SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
STILL AVAILABLE. TASP' International is
hiring motivated students to till management positions throughout Ohio. Earn
S7.000-S8.000 this summer while building your
resume and gaming an internship/co-op. Positions are open but are fiDmg quickly in Akron,
Canton, Sylvanla, Maumee, Perrysburg,
Lima, and all Cleveland Suburbs. Positions
are filled on a first come first qualified basis.
Call 1-B0O-543-3792 lo gTn moro mforniaiipn
AA CRUISE AND TRAVEL EMPLOYMENT
GUIDE. EARN BIG SSI & TRAVEL THE
WORLD FREE (CARIBBEAN, EUROPE. HAWAII AND MORE!) HURRY' BUSY SPRING
AND SUMMER SEASONS RAPIDLY APPROACHING. FREE STUDENT TRAVEL
CLUB MEMBERSHIP! (919) 929-4398 EXT.
C-78.

Gain Valuable Sales/
Marketing Experience!
The BG News is looking for a
TOLEDO LIASON for the 1994-95
school year.
Call Colleen 372 2606
lor more information.
GET AHEAD WITH EXPERIENCE!

353-0325 "CARTY RENTALS
Now renting houses A apartments
for 1994-95 school year.
Listings available, renting fast
Otfice316E.Merry,Apt.3
Pick-up listing or we will mail

Get ahead with Experience!

353 0325 * Carry Rentals
Houses for rent - close to campus
413 S College 6 BR. 2 bath for 7 or 8
21 IE, Reed 3/4 house for 6 w/1 1/2 baths
321 E, Merry 6 BR apt. for 6
957 N. Prospect 4 BR. 2 bath
316 E. Morry A 326 Leory 1 BR. 12 mo lease

If you are interested in finding a
job in the Advertising/Marketing fietdGOOD LUCK WITHOUT EXPERIENCE'
But you can gam valuable experience
atTheBGNews.
The BG News has 3 positions available
for next year in the Advertising Dept
We are looking for ENTHUSIASTIC.
DEDICATED, EAGER individuals who
want to GET AHEAD!

353 0325 - Carry Rentals
Single room tor male student
Available now near campus.
920 East Wooster - 28R fum, across from
campus. FREE water, sewer, and gas heal.
Laundry facilities. Call Newtove Rentals,
3S2-S620. our only office. • -«y
. '
Apartment lor Ron*.
l42BunonwoodApt A
starting 2-1-94
Times: I0am-2pm;5pm- n pm
If interested, call Newtove Mgt.

Call 372-2606 tor dgUIW
Mscellaneous jobs • lawn, snow & cleaning
etc... Flexible hours Mon.-Fri. Apply at 316 E.
Merry Apt. 3 between 10-4:30
Now Hiring 2 aggressive salespeople. Must be
18 yrs. old, have own car wflnsurance. Apply
m person at Juiiano's Pizza, 1616E. Wooster.

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
3 bedroom house, large living room $730/mo.
2 bedroom apt. $425/mo. all utilities paid.
1 bedroom apt. $300/mo. all utilities paid.

Reading " Writing ' Math ' Science
HELP
Attention Alpha Lamda Deltamembers
Your TUTORING PROGRAM needs you now)
Be a tutor lor local grade school students
with the OUTREACH PROGRAM
We need your help RIGHT AWAY!
Call Amy'372 5548

Call 352-5475
Duplexes: 1,2,3 bdrms Ouiet locations Call
Newlove Rentals. 352-5620, our only olfice.
For Rent: 606 1/2 E. Woostar A 2 bdrm
aparlmenta no more than 2 blocks from
campus. Avail, spring & fall. DAG Rentals.
287-3233.

History' English' Foreign Languages
GEORGETOWN MA NOR APTS
800- THIRD ST.
Now renting for 1994-95
(12rrvsoh. year) and sum "94
Fully furnished 1 BR A 2 BR Units.
Excellent location. Reasonable rates
Call 352-4966 or stop by
the building, »10.

RECREATIONAL SPORTS
SRC A Field House Employee Hiring
Applications available Feb. 7 4 8 (7:00 am SRC Activity Center)
(limned to firsl 300)

S.P.P.I. is looking for individuals who want to
gam management experience next summer.
Earn $6,000 to $10,000 per summer. Positions
available throughout the midwest. Call Jeff
Griffith 1-600-887-1960.
SALES POSITIONS FOR SUMMER
BGSU Student Publications is hiring NOW
For summer advertising sales jobs.
Gain valuable experience while earning $$$
Interviews taking place now.
1 position is avail, lor a Toledo resident
3 positions are avail, for the BG Market
Don't delay • call Toby or Colleen 2-2606

SPRING/SUMMER JOBS
Gain valuable sales experience
If you are spending the summer in BG
and are looking for a part-Dme )Ob
BGSU Student Directory has 4 openings
Employment starts in May A lasts thru June.
II you need to earn money A build a resume,
call 2-2606 or stop by 214 West Hall
Summer Job At Put-in-Bay- Women's Apparel
Shop. Housing Available For Application for
Employment Wnte: Anita Brown, 3507 ColumOusAvo Sandusky. OH 44870

Houses A duplexes for 1994-95 school year.
12 month leases only, starting in May.
Sieve Smith 352-8917.
HOUSES FOR RENT
12 mo. leases - May A August.
Tenant pays utiUmo dep/local owners
734 Elm. 3 8FV2 bath, wash/dry, $675/Aug.
217 S College. 3 BR. $550. avail, now.
233W Merry.4BR,$675/Aug.
316 Ridge. 2 BR. $600/May. gas indud.
3161/2 Ridge, i BR, $300, available now. gas
inducted.
Call 354-2854 (days) * 352-2330 (eves >
Houses-1 A 2 bedroom apartments.
9 month - summer - year leases

352-7454
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
Sop in for a free Brochure on
Summer A Fall Rentals. Large Assortment
ol Houses. Duplexes, A Apartments
9 month, 12 month, A Summer Leases
Available
319 E Wooster (Across from Taco Bell)
354-2260

Temporary, part-time data entry, knowledge of
USMARC helpful. 15-25 hours weekly for 48
weeks. Applications due February 7. Send to
NWOETatWBGU-TV.BGSU
WANTED: CHILD ADVOCATES
Volunteers being sought for Wood County
Court Appointed Special Advocate Program.
No experience necessary. Must be at least 21
years of age. If you are interested in helping
area abused, neglected and/or dependent
children, call either Laurie or Denise at.
PH*352-3554 for further informaoon.

Now leasing
1 -2-3 bedroom apartments A houses
354-8800' We do allow pets.
One bedroom apartment. 128 S. Summit for
Summer 94 and 94-95 school year.
1-267-3341.
ROOMS AVAILABLE IN B G. HOME
GRADUATE MALES PREFERRED
Call 352-1631 or 3546701 - Leave Message

Alaskan cannery jobs
Now hiring. $2000 month plus room & board.
Call for information 303-493 6055

FOR SALE

Subleaser needed for Spnng '94
Apt across from Founders. $l9i/mo. + etec.
Call 352-2914

BICYCLE SALESPERSON/MECHANIC
Successful wesiside Cleveland bicycle dealer
seeks experienced salesperson and/or mechanic for full/pan-time work dunng summer
season. Ca i (216)333 9i55, ask for Scon.

Apt. sale. Musi sell entertainment center,
book shelves, bed. dressers, etc.
Call Teresa 352-6631.

Very nice unfum. 3BR apt. w/ attached 2 car
garage. No pets. Available in May tor 12 mo.
lease. CaH 354-8148 between 5-9 pm.

Deadline:
5 pm Feb 11
in 330 Union

Rules
Back: 11" x 13"-4 colors
Front: 3" x 3"-1 color

M-E-V'A-D-A
LAS VEGAS

■

Female vocal.st Big Band Sound You supply
the vece, we will (rain Call Jose at
1-726-7234.

Hoit Set Up "12" Subwoofers. New.
$150 (PR jOBOCaii 352-4238

DAYTONA BEACH

■•O'U-T-H C-A*n*0-L>I<N>A

DRYCUANTNC and SHOE REPAIR

EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing envelopes
at home Send long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers. Dept. U1. P.O. Box 1779. Denham
Spnngs. LA 70727.

Clarion 6201CD 6 Disc CD Changer.
New. $340 O.B .0 Call 352-4236

PANAMA CITY BEACH

Sun. 10 a-m. - 6 p.m.

25% Off i 20% Off

■

TIREDOF THE SNOW?
Spend Fall Semester or the entire year at a
college in Flonda, Arizona, Hawaii.Calif.
National StudentExchange Program
Get the Facts: Friday. Feb. 4
2:30 pm - Stale Rm (3rd Floor Union)
Call the Co-op Program with ques 2-2451
Deadline to apply is Feb I5th'ii

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to
$2,000/month working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World travel. Summer
A Full-Time employment available. No experience necessary. For more information call
1-206-634-0468 exl,C5S44

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND

C-0*L*0-R-Jl-D-0

^^

The Bagel Line
With your oho.ee of sandwich fillings
$ 250 every Wed and Fn. $2 50
Prout Cafeteria • 2nd floor Union

Call 353-3524

NORTH PADRE/MUSTANQ ISLAND
r-L-o-n-i-D-A

(419) 352-S337

Any Shoe Repair .

Sigma Kappa'Stacy Clevshger'Sigma Kappa
The sisters of Sigma Kappa would like to congratulate Stacy Clevenger on her recent pearling to Ed Wilson.
Sigma Kappa'Stacy Clevenger'Sigma Kappa

BMW 3201.1983 black wrtan nterior.
Excellent condition, runs great1 $5000.

T-Shirt Design
SPRING

• • • e^"*- Satisfaction Guaranteed!

Mon. - Sat. 7 a.m. • 9 p.m.

SAVE
SAVE
Hay, Commuters!
Want to save A LOT of money this semester?
Use the Catch-A-RideCarpool Directory.
Contact the Off-Campus Student Center •
1372-2573

COUNSELORS
CAMP WAYNE,
brother/sister camp, Northeastern Pennsylvania. 6/238/21/94. HAVE THE MOST
MEMORABLE SUMMER OF YOUR LIFEI
GREAT OPPORTUNrTY FOR GROWTH IN
PERSONAL, PROFESSIONAL AND PARENTING SKILLS Counselors needed for:
Tennis. Swim, (WS.tpreferred) Waterskiing,
Sailing, Basketball. Softball. Volleyball. Soccer. Self-Defense, Gymnastics,
Dance/Cheerleading, Aerobics.
NatureiCampmg, Ropes. Piano, Guitar, Calligraphy. Jewelry. Batik. Sculpture, Ceramics,
Drawing, Painting. Silkscreen, Photography,
Videography. Drama Other staff: Group
Leaders. General, Nurses. Driver/Video or
Photo (21*). Many other positions. ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS, Thursday, March lOih,
For more information, call 1-800-756-CAMP or
516-889-3217 or write 12 Allevard St, Lido
Beach, NY 11561.

UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS!!

PERSONALS

CEDAR POINT
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
INFORMATIONAL MEETING
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 3RD
7 00 PM. iuRA

Ph. Mu * Phi Mu * Phi Mu * Phi Mu
Congratulations to Sharon Siegfried on being
selected as an organization leader. Your sisMrs are proud olyoul

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW
CALL TOLL FREE FOR FULL
DETAILS AND COLOR BROCHUREI

1*800*SUNCHASE

Must have:
BGSU
1994
call 2-2343 for info

W
I
N
S $50&T-Shlrf
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What are your answers

to next year's questions?
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Living guide
helps students
with questions
KJ II

yes, students of Bowling Green, once again
the time has come to make that ever-so-painful decision: Where am I going to live next year? It is
something that we have to think about every spring
semester. It is something that simply cannot be put
off much longer.
As realtors say that leases for houses are already
pretty much signed and apartment complexes are
filling up fast, it is time to choose. If you are going to
be a freshman or sophomore next year, the decision
is not that hard. Just pick one of the absolutely lovely
residence halls on campus and have fun. However, if
you have worked hard enough to be a junior or senior
this coming fall, you are lucky enough to have the
opportunity to live off campus.
Perhaps the most important questions you need to
ask yourself pertain to roommates. Although there
may be many lovely options, keep in mind whether
you can live with someone who occasionally "forgets" to save back rent money or insists on having
her pet skunk - the one she's been meaning to get
descented - free to roam at will. It's an important
decision that shouldn't be taken lightly.
This edition of Update Magazine is designed to
make you aware of all aspects of living in Bowling
Green. We hope we've answered all of the questions
you've already formulated - and then some. Educated decisions are the best decisions, and one so important as your living arrangements should not be
left to chance.

Apartment search
should begin now
by Pat Murphy
Update staff writer

"I'is the season for merry old students to find housing for the
1994-95 academic year. For many, this means weeks of endless
searching for the 'perfect' apartment
There are many factors students should consider when trying to
find an apartment, according to John Newlove of John Newlove Real
Estate.
"I think students are most concerned with the price, the condition
and the location of the apartment," Newlove said.
Prices for apartments can range from $150 to $400 per month, depending on their features.
Proximity to campus tends to be a major concern as well.
"I would like to find an apartment close to campus because I am
without transportation," said Lisa Mount joy, a junior political science
major.
Another major concern is the overall condition of the apartment,
Mount joy said. The condition includes such things as its cleanliness
and the function of the utilities, she added.
"I look at cleanliness because I have heard a lot about roaches and
mice," MounUoy said.
Most realtors make sure apartments are cleaned thoroughly before
tenants move in.
"We offer a great deal of personal attention. Any problems with the
general condition we try to repair immediately," Newlove said.
Newlove believes students are very capable of finding an apartment to meet their needs.
"I think that [students] are very knowledgeable about the apartments. Most have been here for at least two years so they know what
is around," he said.

Certain items need
to be remembered
by Merldlth McCracken
Update staff writer

If you're ready to relocate far,
far away from cafeteria food,
communal bathrooms and resident advisers, you'd better make
sure you know about the downside of of f-campus housing.
After the luxury of having your
food prepared and served to you,
a kitchen may be a foreign place.
Not only will you have to buy
your own food, but you will have
to cook it as well.
For those of you who are not
experienced chefs or have low

budgets, certain foods will come
in handy.
Macaroni and cheese, cereal or
chicken noodle soup are easy-tocook foods that tend to be staples
in a college student's diet, according to junior marketing
major Barbara ! Inlinek
Cleaning is another inconvenience off-campus students will
encounter because they are used
to the custodians taking care of
the bathrooms and floors.
"Some necessities we made
sure not to forget were cleaning
supplies, dishtowcls and a vacuum," said Lori Bennighoff, a

senior management information
systems major.
Students made suggestions of
what to bring when moving into
an apartment.
"I got to my apartment and I
realized that I forgot to buy toilet
paper," Brian Minchcw, a senior
marketing major, said.
Georgia Morgan, senior public
relations major, added that she
almost forgot a shower curtain
and a wastcbasket. "Those things
were already there in the residence halls - you're just used to
having them. Also remember the
little things like lightbulbs."

Tenants like arrangements
by Elizabeth Snider
Update staff writer

The time Is quickly approaching to decide where to live next
fall. Most students are looking
for cheap apartments that are
close to campus. However, there
are a few other things that students should take Into consideration.
The tenant agrees to rent the
apartment in its present condition unless there Is a written contract saying differently, according to Rodney Fleming of Student
Legal Services.
"You should took for things you
want fixed and have it written
into the contract," Fleming said.
"If not, you have to take it as is."
Cindy Mong, a senior special
education major and Donna
Smeal, a senior sports management major, rent from Greenbriar. They said they had a lot of
problems with repairs at first.

"When we first moved in, it
He said he heard it the next
looked like somebody trashed the day and again in the early mornplace," Mong said. "The re- ing.
frigerator wouldn't work, the
dining room chair was broken
"It was so loud that it woke me
and we couldn't open the closet. up," Haver said. "The next day
The door jam was gone and the the repairman asked me if I
dresser in the bedroom was heard any noises upstairs. He
broken."
then explained to me that he
thought a raccoon got in here
"They put us on a list for re- somehow."
pairs," Smeal said. It took a
The repairman set a trap and
while, but they fixed every- Haver has not heard the noises
thing."
since. He believes the problem is
solved and does not worry about
Andy Haver, a junior print raccoons paying a visit.
journalism major, is also staying
"We have never had any probin his apartment next year, even lems with anything getting in our
though he said the apartment apartment," Haver said.
above him was Invaded by a raccoon.
Before signing or resigning a
Haver, who rents from John lease for an apartment, students
Newlove, first heard strange should see the apartment and be
scratching noises at 4 am.
sure that they are willing to rent
it as is, he said. They should also
"It sounded like the guy up- read the lease carefully to be
stairs was ripping his carpet," sure everything is agreeable, he
Haver said.
added.
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Money-saving
tips discussed
by Cynthia Kant
Update staff writer

After two long years of living
in the loud, crowded residence
halls, students have finally
reached junior status and are
able to become - of f-campus residents. For the first time, they
are able to have their own space
and the Bursar is not breathing
down their necks for payments.
Living off campus has finan-

Watch that ice!

groceries, the cost of rent can be
reduced by living with three or
four roommates.
Stephanie Chervinko, graduate
assistant of the Off-Campus Student Center, said the rent can be
divided with each roommate
paying a portion of the monthly
payment.
"It saves a great deal," Chervinko said. "[The amount of rent]
also depends on the quality of the
apartment and whether it is fur-

"Groceries are much cheaper. I can live on
$50 of groceries for a week, where $50 on the
meal plans would last about two days."
Matt Fair, USG Senator
cial advantages as compared to
living in the residence halls. Not
only are privacy and freedom
factors, but there are also many
valuable tips for saving money
for the first time "bill-payer."
Junior Matt Fair, senator of the
Undergraduate Student
Government, believes that the
greatest saving that is most
beneficial is the lower cost of
food.
"Groceries are much cheaper,"
Fair said. "I can live on $50 of
groceries for a week, where $50
on the meal plans would last
about two days."
Junior Scott Carrick also said
the cost is more convenient because "you don't have to worry
about cafeterias closing and you
can eat whenever you want."
To add additional savings to
grocery bills, Mary Ellen Benedict, assistant professor of economics, said buying in bulk will
save the most amount of money.
"Buying bulk foods such as
pasta and dry cereal can go a
long way - you can make more
for less," she said.
In addition to saving money on

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

nished or unfurnished. These are
things to consider when trying to
save money."
Tke BC NrwUR.i. Welnitr
In order to save money, Bene- Off campus residents Rosle Klena of Charleston Apartments and Dave Hadeed of Summit Terrace
dict also recommends:
Apartments trudge home after classes through another chilly, snowy BG landscape.
n Confine car trips to save gas. ■■3111
Run errands once a week instead
of making two or three trips.
~i Use low wattage bulbs in
places where reading light is not
required - this will conserve electridty and cut down on the
electric biU.

c

It

CARTY RENTAL
316 E. Merry Apt. 3
353-0325
Houieil

Allrtmontil

Besides saving money, living
off campus can teach you many
valuable lessons, Chervinko said.
You gain responsibility and learn
to function independently, she
added.
Paying your own bills may be
scary at first, but the reward is a
place of your own where no one
is watching your every move.
Fair said.
"From the freedom aspect, one
of the best feelings in college Is
to finally have your own place,"
Fair said.

CHARLESTOWN APTS.
MID AM MANOR
•rVOJV RENTING*
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
campus Summer 1994 and school year 1994-1995.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water included, air conditioning
641 Third St Apt 4, B.G. Restfent Manager 352-4380

/ 311 * 316 E. Item- - 2 Btdrm. Apt.
630 M Summit-tor?-3-4
321 E. Mirry - 6 Btdrm. Apt. lor i
Singh Rooms lor Mala Stuctnli

—«c:.::

■ :..

' vxammc"j»

316 E. Many • 1 Bedrm. • 12 mot. IMM
4t3S.CoUootDr.-6Bodrmi.tor1 -I
9S7N.Protpoct-4Bodrmt.lor3
211E.Reod-2Aptt.lnHouiefo.5-6

•Very Close to Campus • All Unite Furnished
•Reasonable Rates*

Close, Close,

!
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Close!!

Check Out The Following
Locations For Fall 1994 *g£?§<
•
•
•
•
•

Columbia Court Apartments
East Merry Avenue Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments

Greenbriar Inc.

244 E. Wooster

352-0717

m
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Complaints discussed Officer claims
Inspector states students experience few hazards importance of
renter's policy
by David Coehrs
Update staff writer

codes are drawn up based on state codes, he added.
A landlord is bound by the lease contract to effect necessary structural repairs and correct unsanitary conditions that could pose health hazards,
said Dave Heilin, safety and health coordinator of
the University Department of Environmental
Health and Safety.
"When you have a situation where the landlord is
negligent, the tenant has the means to get the situation corrected," he said.
When problems such as unhealthy conditions
arise, students sometimes protest against a landlord who is slow to respond by withholding the
rent, Heilin said.
A student who holds back rent violates his or her
lease agreement and gives the landlord leverage to
further delay correcting the problem, he said.
Students who experience health-threatening
conditions in their apartments should send the
landlord a notice by certified mail listing the problems, Heilin said. They definitely should continue
paying rent, he added.

As an inspector. Ted Hartwell often gets the
first crack at responding to student complaints
about potential health-threatening problems in
their off-campus apartments.
His assessment: University students who live in
Bowling Green apartment houses generally experience few residential health hazards and register
few complaints.
He cautions, however, that their sometimes poor
living habits could breed adverse health situations.
"Overall, for the total number of apartments in
town that students live in, we don't get that many
complaints," said Hartwell, a registered sanitarian
for the Wood County Health Department.
Hartwell estimated he inspects about six residences in Wood County per week in response to
complaints of health violations. University students occupy approximately 1500 apartments in
the city.
He said the majority of complaints arc received
from University students living in apartments, and
If the landlord fails to correct conditions that
usually can't be classified as serious health risk could promote health hazards in a reasonable
situations. Common complaints concern faulty amount of time, the student can deposit rent in an
plumbing, holes in walls, electrical malfunctions escrow account held by the Wood County Clerk of
Courts, Heilin said. Rent payments remain in
and insufficient heat, he added.
Each year University students register only a escrow until the problem is resolved, he said.
few complaints about insect or rodent infestation
at their residences, he said, explaining that cockWhile landlords usually respond well to student
complaints, Hartwell believes the process doesn't
roaches appear primarily during spring and fall.
Wood County residents are protected under a always go smoothly.
housing code drawn up by the health department
in combination with city codes, he said. Local
See HEALTH, page 6.

What a cutie!

Although on-canapiu students do not have the opportunity to have pets Hke Bo In the residence halls,
they can still have lack- favorite animals at homo. Bo Is a f rlcadly, playful puppy of Cindy Williams, an
English major at Bowling Creen.

by Michael Zawackl
Update staff writer
Renters may never expect the
worst will happen, but there are
ways they can be prepared for it.
A renter's insurance policy,
available from local insurance
agencies, will insure a tenant's

their building and not on the tenant or their property," he said.
Without insurance, a tenant
could loose all of his or her property in an accident, Shctzer said.
He said students should sit
down and figure out how much it
would cost to replace all of their
possessions -- they may then see

"The majority of landlords probably only
have insurance on their building and not on
the tenant or their property."
Robert Shctzer, City of Bowling Green code
enforcement officer
property from theft, fire and
vandalism.
Robert Shetzer, City of Bowling Green code enforcement
officer, said having a renter's insurance policy is a very important investment.
"The majority of landlords
probably only have insurance on

the benefits of renter's insurance.
Doug LeGalley, owner of
LeGalley Insurance, 412 E. Wooster St., said $100 is not a bad
price tag for $10,000 worth of security. But not many off-campus
residents have purchased a policy, he added.

On/off campus pet
regulations differ
by Lawrence Hannan
Update staff writer

ments are housing pets at the
current time.

You see them everywhere you
go. They can be tall or short,
hairless or furry, nice or mean,
dumb or ... well dumb. They're
pets, and on this campus they arc
persona non grata.
University policy prohibits
students from keeping animals in
the building, Jill Carr, University
housing director, said. The only
exception is fish in a bowl or
tank, she added.
Wayne Colvin, of residential
services, said he is a supporter of
keeping animals of f campus.
"Healthwise I think it's the
right thing to do," Calvin said.
"And most students don't have
any trouble abiding by It." So,
students who love Rover and Fluffy too much to let them go have
to live off campus. However,
there are several apartment
complexes that do allow certain
kinds of pets.
Anna Hcrold, who works for
Village Green apartments, said
that cats and small dags are permitted in Village Green. She believes that 30 af the 72 apart-

Varsity Square also permits
cats and dogs to live there if they
are under thirty pounds. Vicki
Taylor, who works at Varsity
Square, estimates that about l/.i
of their residents have pets.
"I don't think we've ever had a
real problem with any of the
animals," Taylor said. "The people who live here are very responsible and take good care of
their pets."
Not all students choose to go
off campus with their animals. A
few t ry to sneak them into dorms.
Matt Maiken, who is currently
a resident adviser in Prout Hall,
has never had any problems with
any of the students under him,
but he said he has seen some
problems other resident advisers
have had.
"I remember there was a dog
once on another floor," Maiken
said. "Another time a student had
a snake In a building."
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Detective talks about safety
BG students secure
NM*J because of services
by Dorian Halkovlch
Update staff writer
Everyone knows what it's
like to walk around campus
late at night. Usually it's fairly
dark, deserted and desolate.
Sometimes it's even disconcerting. Still, many students
take the risk of walking alone
simply to arrive home more
quickly.
This is not the answer campus security enjoys hearing.
They would much rather hear
students are taking their
safety into account and are
utilizing numerous precautions and finding alternatives
to walking alone. "Nowadays,
you don't have to [walk alone]
because we have the services
available - plus they're free,"
Phillip Walter, a campus
safety and security detective,
said.
These campus services include the shuttle, the 2-RIDE
van and the escort service.
Together, they form a system
meant to keep students safe,
no matter what time of night it
maybe.

The BG Nroi/RoM Wtltincr

Dave Slewart, one of (he University shuttle service drivers, ensures students have tnc opportunity to
get a warm ride on the way to class on a snowy winter morning.

The shuttle service runs
Monday through Friday from
6 am. until midnight. Although it does not operate on
Saturday or Sunday, the
2-RIDE van service is available to take students to or from
their cars. In other words, find
a phone, call them and sit tight
until they pick you up.

Another familiar campus
service is the escort service.
These are the hard working
people who willingly walk to
where you are waiting and escort you to where you want to
go. From dusk until 1 a.m.,
Sunday through Thursday,
and dusk until 10 p.m. on Fridays, the escort service is virtually at students' beck and
call. They also have a car on
hand in case of emergency,
bitter weather or long distances.
"I work late on campus and
at night I don't want to walk
back home to Seventh street
by myself The escort service
has helped me out a lot," Jill
Fetzer, a junior political science major, said.
The only problem with the
escort service is that they are
too understaffed for the
amount of business they have,
she added.
"The escort service is nice
but I wish [campus officials]
would find it feasible to start a
shuttle service to off-campus
areas," Walter said.
Times may arise when these
services take too long for students to wait or simply are not
available, but instead of taking
a chance on walking alone, one
should consider the other options.
"Students can call a taxi,"
Walter said. "And it is really
cheap for safety."
The taxi service costs $2 per
trip.

Students' living location debated
by Cindy Williams
Update staff writer
Each year, juniors and seniors
have to make the decision of
whether to live on or off campus.
In order to make a good decision,
students must weigh the advantages and disadvantages of both
choices.
One of the main reasons students move off campus is the expense of residence hall living.
More roommates may make rent
cheaper, and some students find
that not having a University meal
plan also helps cut spending.
"IJviag eff [campus] is leas
expensive than livtag on (cam-

pus] because you don't have to
buy a meal card," said Nicole
Soder, a junior pre-physical
therapy major.
Jill Carr, director of the office
of cm cam pus housing, disagrees.
"We offer a marketable product to the students," she said.
There are also many hidden
costs in living off campus, such
as the costs of utilities and any
necessary furnishings, Carr added.
However, Carr stated that
there are disadvantages to living
on r—pui, the biggest being the
lack of privacy
Sharing roams and restrooms,
noise, rules and policies can be

stressful and altogether irritating, Soder said.

"Living off campus is
less expensive than
living on campus
because you don't
have to buy a meal
card."
Nicole Soder, a junior
pre-physical major
Seder said the lack of privacy
was ana af bar motivations far
moving off-campus.

However, she emphasized that
the amount of privacy you have
depends on how many people you
live with and the size of your
apartment or house.
Privacy has its disadvantages,
as well, Soder said.
"Although the privacy from
living off campus is great, I find
that I've lost touch with some of
my old friends from the residence hall because they are no
longer just down the hall," Soder
said. Convenience should be taken into consideration when deciding whether or not to move off
campus.
The convenience af the good
location, aaaiatanance and fur-

nishings are part of this oncampus package, Carr said.
On-campus students have easy
access to the Student Recreation
Center, classes, dining halls and
laundry facilities, she said.
[University residence hall]
rooms are already furnished and
maintenance problems are
usually corrected as soon as possible, Carr said.
Off-campus students may not
have these advantages - it all depends on the location and landlord of their complexes, she added.
"I think that the educational
environment It lite biggest pro af
being on campus," Carr said.
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Distance from
campus debated

Thanks for the help

by Mike Kazimore
Update staff writer

With the end of the 1993-94
school year coming to a close,
one burning question remains for
those lucky enough not to be graduating - Where am I going to
live next year?

"You can still walk to
campus. A lot of my
friends who live
farther away always
complain to me that
they can never find a
parking place on
campus."
Jennifer Harden,
University Student
The BC NCWIUM. Wcltinr r

Todd Lennis and Klmbcrly Pride, employee* of the University escort service, take Vlcki Rledmao, a
University student, bome after her classes Wednesday night.
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GREENWOOD Coin Laundry
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Top Load Washer
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Do 12 WASHES Get
ONE TOP LOAD
FREE

Continued from page 4.
"Sometimes I have to put on
my referee shirt to settle disputes between students and their
landlords," Hartwell said. "But
we've had a pretty good relationship with the landlords
when things need repair." In his
opinion, some student apartments do need work but most are
In good condition.
Some unhealthy conditions can
Inadvertently be created by the

apartment dweller, such as infestations caused by improper garbage disposal, he said.
"Sometimes college students
don't bag garbage or put it In a
proper receptacle," he said. He
noted that some students simply
toss garbage onto the outside
property.
Infestation problems can be
averted by exercising good
household habits and using pre
ventative measures, said Dennis
Dulinsky,

No Exp. Date

GET WHAT YOU WANT
RECEIVE $2 OFF
your drop off of 10 lbs.
or more with your
10% student discount.
(must present I.D.)
EXP. 2«28'94
Drop Off Sevice
Avaiable 7 Days a Week
OPEN PAST MIDNIGHT

R.E. MANAGEMENT

Though Zeiger finds many
things appealing about living further from campus this year, she
said she also has some complaints.
"I find myself using my car
more to get to campus, which can
be a hassle when it comes to finding parking places," Zeiger said.
"Another drawback is that
sometimes when you live In a
more residential area, away from
other students, your neighbors
have a harder time relating to
you," she added. "This can become a a problem, but by communicating you can get around
that."

"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

•841
•733
•755
•777

Eighth St.
Manville
Manville
Manville

• 640 Eighth SL
• 317 N. Main St.
• Campus Manor
(505 Clough)

•313 N. Main St
•615 Second SL
• Rockledge Manor
(840 & 850 Sixth St.)

CHRCK OUT OUR REDUCED RATES ON SELECTED PROPERTIES

CALLUSTODAY

OR STOP IN FOR BROCHURE
M-F 8 to 5
SAT 10 to 2
1616E. Wooster
I NEXT to
College Station

For some people, namely the
current freshman class, this
question is less difficult because
there are only so many residence
halls that one can choose from.
For the students fortunate
enough to be able to move off of
the sometimes less than friendly
confines of the University, the
question becomes harder to answer.
One thing students have to decide between is whether they
want to remain very close to the
campus or venture farther out
into the relatively unknown. As
with any decision, this one includes a couple of choices - both
of which come attached with
some pros and cons.
Although housing facilities
closer to campus may be more
expensive, you should not look
past them, according to senior
liberal arts major Jennifer Harden.
"Being close to campus has a

lot of advantages," Harden said.
"For one thing, you can still walk
to campus. A lot of my friends
who live farther away always
complain to me that they can
never find a parking place on
campus."
Other advantages include being able to sleep that extra couple
of minutes every morning and
being closer the Student Recreation Center, Harden said.
However, Harden said there
also are disadvantages.
"One problem, though, is just
like when I lived on campus--I'm
pretty far from the bars," she
said.
But, of course, students could
relocate farther away from campus.
"I like being farther away because I'm away from the big-time
college party scene which helps
me concentrate on my studies a
little more," said Cara Zciger, a
senior elementary education and
child development major. "Plus,
I like living in the more residential sections. I like being closer to
families."
The major advantage,
however, is having a fatter wallet,
Zeigersaid.
"It's [housing] definitely
cheaper the further away you
get," Zeigcr said.

352-9302

113 Railroad St
(next to Kinko's)

Above
Downtown
Businesses
* 1 bdrm unfurnished
*Laundry rooms
♦Casablanca Fans
*Some Dishwashers

NEWIPVE
Itcnial
328 s. Main
Our Only Office
:ir*2 - 5620
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Newlove talks of
lease agreements
by Michael Zawacki
Update staff writer
Every year tenants and
landlords enter into agreements, known as leases, in
which both sides are bound to
a certain amount of responsibility.
John Newlove, owner of
Newlove Real Estate, 319 E.
Wooster St, said he fully
abides by the lease he signs
with his tenants and expects
no less from them.
"We expect to fulfill our
agreement and we expect
them to fulfill theirs," he said.
Newlove said as a landlord,
if something goes wrong with
a unit he is bound to fix it as
soon as possible.
It Is his policy to tend to
problems as soon as tenants
make him aware of them, he
said.
"It doesn't cost any more to
fix a problem now than it does
to fix it later," Newlove said.
Landlords also have the responsibility to keep the unit
looking nice and to maintain
the surrounding grounds,
Newlove said.
Newlove said he expects his
tenants to pay their rent on
time and to report anything
which Is broken so it can be
fixed immediately.
Most importantly, tenants
are expected to keep their
apartments clean to avoid at-

tracting pests such as cockroaches, he said.
Cockroaches and ants are
common pests tenants may
face, Newlove said. Cockroaches are strongly attracted to
unclean living conditions and
left over food and trash, he
added.
"Roaches are the worst and
most annoying [pests]," Newlove said.
The biggest tenant complaint of landlords in general
is that they are not taking care
of problems immediately, he
said.
Though as long as students
have been renting housing
from landlords there have
been disputes.
Robert Sletzer, city of Bowling Green code enforcement
officer, said tenant and landlord responsibilties depend on
what is stated in the lease.
Some students are required
to take care of paying for utilities, Sletzer said. Those students renting houses with
property may have to mow the
lawn or shovel the snow, he
added.
Landlords are responsible
for such things as plumbing,
heating and keeping the place
up to standard, Sletzer said.
He said the biggest gripe
students have with landlords
is obtaining the security deposit when their lease runs
out.

Can You Recycle Where You Rent
The COOL BLUE BOX Recycling Program!
For Apartments, Condominiums & Mobile Homes
Available through these cooperating landlords:
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BOWLING GREEN
VILLAGE

stadium view
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by Elizabeth Snldsr
Update staff writer
Occasionally, student residents of the city of Bowling Green may run into the
problem of landlords that
do not repair damages
within their apartments.
If Oils is the case, there
are three actions that can
be taken, according to the
Ohio Landlord Tenant law.
a Deposit all rent that is
due to the clerk of court of
the municipal or county
court having Jurisdiction In
the territory In which the
residential premises are located. It then becomes the
responsibility of the landlord to repair the damage.
□ Apply to the court for
an order directing the landlord to remedy the condition. Tenants may apply for
an order reducing their
rent until the landlord
makes the repairs, or they
can apply to use the money
that was going for the rent
to remedy the situation.
O Terminate the rental
agreement.

Landlord debates
differences of
house, apartment
by Robin Coe
Update staff writer

vantage is that it can take up to
six or seven people to fill a house.

Students opting to live offcampus next fall have a number
of things to consider before
choosing between an apartment
and a house, such as how much
living space they need, how much
privacy they want, how much
they are willing to pay and how
many responsibilities they can
handle.

"We Hnd a lot of people just
cannot study and really function
in their school activities if
there's six or seven people
there," Valentine said.

"We find a lot of
people just cannot
study and really
function in their
school activities if
there's six or seven
people there."
Douglas Valentine,
owner of Preferred
Properties

Students also need to compare
prices before choosing a place
because house rent usually costs
more. Utilities are more expensive in houses because of the
square footage that needs to be
heated in the winter, electricity
used and excess of water usually
used compared to apartments.
He said it is important for students to find out what kind of responsibilities are expected of
them, as well. Most apartments
require students to keep their living unit free from damage.
Houses require more responsibility like shoveling the sidewalks and driveways in the winter and mowing and other lawncare in the spring.

John Below, a senior computer
science major, decided to move
to a house on E. Wooster St. that
They also have to prioritize his brother was already renting.
their wants and needs.
He said he liked the house because it was close to campus.
Houses have the advantage of
more room, according to Douglas
"It's a little more private, it
Valentine, owner of Preferred also gives you a feeling of living
Properties. However, one disad- at home," he said.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS

9 month, 12 month, and Summer Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
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Tenant
law
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over 500 units with SUPER locations
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Ask your landlord how you can recycle!
Landlords call 354-6226 for information and coniaincrs.
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Roommates
important to
students' life
by Katie Carroll
Update staff writer
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It's a bonding moment!

choice to live together," said Jodi
Webb, assistant director of oncampus housing.

Living with a roommate in the
Unless a student has already
crowded confines of a dormitory
room is an important part of life selected a roommate, the Unifor a number of college students versity randomly assigns him or
The influence of the match can her to another student through
either make or break a student's its computer, Webb said.
semester, sometimes resulting in
a request to change roommates.
"We try to match people up
based on similar requests for
The University randomly halls or through a particular
selects students to be roommates request for a non-smoking or
through its computer, which non-alcoholic wing," Webb said.
sometimes leads students to
change rooms at the semester,
I f roommates turn out to be inaccording to Tracy Huziak, the compatible, room changes are
resident adviser for second lows usually honored. Yet often,
of McDonald West
mediation and communication
between the roommates and the
"Incompatibility is usually the resident adviser needs to be enmain reason for roommate couraged in order to resolve the
conflict, according to Jim Atkinchanges," Huziak said.
son, assistant complex coorPeople have to have a valid dinator of Founders Hall.
reason to change to a different
room, like different study habits
"My main focus to resolve
or conflicting personalities, she problems between roommates is
said.
to try to get them to communicate together," said Dan Howell,
"Students have the option of resident adviser for third lows at
selecting a roommate, and we Compton Hall. "I try to offer
guarantee that request as long as them advice instead of giving
both students have made the them the solutions."

TIME IS
RUNNING
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Roommates spend quality time together, having fun as they play SEGA. The competitive spirit grows
as they compete in SEGA's John Madden football game.

Bowling Green's Best Selection of Efficiencies and One Bedrooms

Management Inc.
.V Mln»Sall ~
Small Building
Kronticrflousing
Houses
Fox Run
Haven House
Manor •
Piednwat
Birch wood Place

8th & High - Rental Office - 352-9378
Located in the Cherrywood Health Spa

Now Leasing for Summer and Fall 1994
iPp,

* Eff'ciencies • 1 & 2 Bedrooms

fjfV* Office located at 1045 N. Main St. (Behind Doug's Wash-N-Dry)
**■ S|''
Office Hours: 9:00-4:00 Monday-Friday or by Appointment

353-5800

